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Jenifer looks back on 1st year with pride

24-YEAR ABSENCE

•

By SHAUNTAE BROWN

By MICHELLE f;IANDOO
HiNtop Staff ReportBf_.,.

I•

ls itcvcrtoolatc 10 go back to school?

.

NO, according to Tim Jones. a 42-ycar"
old cntrep'rcncur who O\vnS TAJ book-

•

store, \vhich sells books to students in
the Di~trict at a lo\vcr price.
It has been ~wcnty:four years since

..

he first attended Ho:i.vard ·University.
an~ now he \\'ants his undcrgra~uatc

•

degree .

Jones. \Vho first enrolled at Howard
in) 966 as a Go,·e rnmcnt majqr. \Van ts
to . return to complete his degree in
Economics. This goal \\·hich \\'as suppressed because of obstacles he experienced O\'CT the }'cars. _
On March 1. 1979. a tragic incident
occurred imn1cdiatc ly changing "Jones ~:
!if~ .
\\thile working part-time as a ·
taxicab drivCr. he became criticall)' injured as a rcsul1 of a gun-shot wound t.o
the base of his skull, which forced him
to drop out pf school. ·
''It '!."as a Thuisday evening.'.' recalled
Jones. ''I always felt energized working
during the nights:. I Ricked up three
n1 ales at the comer of Martin LL1ther
King Avenue and, Sumner _Ro'ad in
Southeast Washington. D.C. anP they
wa111ed me lo take them to 19 Anacostia
Road."·
JOnessaid one of the passengers asked
how ffiucti the fare Was and another
•
passenger said, ''This one is going to be
on the house."
" I don 't remember what happened
next,'' said the slender, .soft-spoken

..

..

..

•

Tim Jones overcame life-threatening Injuries to return to HU.

'

Jones. ··but I do remember someone ph)'Sical disabilities, such as a slight
te lling me to tum the car off.·· he said loss in his peripheral vision in his left
abrupt ly. · I then heard a voice coming C)'C.
•
from a window in an apanment build··1 can't hear out of my right ear.''
ing. ··The ambulance is on the wa)'.·· he noted Jones. He also said that he h:1s a
reca lled the person shouting.
. 75 percent range of motion on the left
Jones '''ent into a cont a for six \\'ee ks. side of his body.
but eventually regained his strengt h over
.But this \A."as not a set-back to Jo11es.
a four-month period in the hospital .
Today. Jones experiences minor See JONES, page A6
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Howard: A

HiNtop Staff Reporter

.

•

On December 16, 1990, the Boa rd
of Trustees at Howard University annou nced their choice fort he president of
the university , Franklyn G. Jenifer. He
wasn ' t the first choice of Ho,vard students, but nonetheless they ' d had to
give Jenifer, the chancellor of the Mas~
sachusetts Board of Regents of Higher
Educalion. but a relative unknown on
ca n1pus, a chance .
Everyone anxiously a\vaited to see
change, and wondered what that change
would be . The first thing he did. as
District of Columbia Mayor Sharon Pratt
Dixon put it . was ,;clean house. "
Last September. at convocation.
Jenifer announced , and forewarned , he
\vould be '' pruning the tree.'' Some slept
on that warning. and others worried if
their limbs would be the ones to be
pruned . Soon after. the critical evalua, li on of the university that caused so
much controversy, !he Commission
Report . was released. The report made
106 recomn1endations, to change and
intprove the universily.
As he waits to be inaugurated one
year after he \Vas appoi nted to office .
Jen ifer has said most of the pruning ls
over. Next year, Ho\vard 2000, Jenifcr 's
proposed evaluaiion taken from the
comn1ission report, \viii be implemented.
··1 think the environment this year
has been very , very in\'igorating,''
Jenifer said . ·· I think for the first time
the facu lty, students, administrations and
trust.e~s were al l involved in deciding
\Vherc this great university will go,·· he
said.
One of the main focuses of H o\var~

See JENIFER. page A6

research
institute?
By REGINA MACK
•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'' Howard University is a comprehensive, research-oriented, historicall y black, private university... " accordi ng to the beginning of the new
mission statement approved by the
Board of Trustees. However. many
students arc questioning exactly how
Howard will implement the ''topflight '' research institutio·n President
Jenifer calls for in the ''Howard 2000''
report published on Feb. 20.
As a research institute. Howard
will seek to produce students who can
compete on the cutting edge of the
tec hn olog ical. geopo litical , demographical , economical. and international world n1arket . Initiating these
cha nges include s upgrading the
equipment , facilities, and teaching
methods students are exposed to.
Some st udents belieYe-1hc cal l for
faculty· s primary role in research will
overwork them without added perks
and compensation.
Dr. ·Jane P. Flax, a profe ssor of
Political Science, said many faculty
members are already on overload because of large classes and the lack of
computer resources.
'' If !he comm ission report calls for
faculty members to conduct more re-

Rape prevention seminar marked
by disappointing student attendance

•

By' TYYA N. TURNER
.
HiNtop Staff Repot1er

As ' 'iolence in \Vashington O.C. intensifies. one student organiza,tion gathered Tuesday evening to discuss what i.s
considered an unlikely source of attackfriends or acquaintances.
The Alpha Sweetheart Court of
Howard University sponsored a rape
crisis seminar in the School of Business
Auditorium to a low student turnout.
The puri)ose of the sem inar . was to
,;d iscuss date, gang. and f ratemity rape.,.
said Sweetheart LaKisha Brown, \\'ho
organized the sem inar. ·
Brown. a freshman ~sychology major. said she wanted ··~ lot of men to
attend because. in maifY cases of date
rape, the guy doesn't think he's doing
anything wrong. I \\·as disappointed
with the number of guys tha1 came. but
I was proud of the Alphas that -showed
up because they par.ticipated and seemed
to learn a lot."
Only seven mafes came to seminar.
all members of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Beta Chapter Inc. Thirteen
women also attended .
•
Brown cited her belief that '' most
guys see rape as a feminine problem''

f,

r·

'•

for the sma ll male turnoU.t and suggested that if a male speaker addressed
t~e topic in the future. it might serve as
an incentive to get more males to participate.
Darrius Gourdine, a senior zoology
major. attended the seminar and \\•as
also disappointed with the loW turnout,
but stated that lac k of publicil)' and poor
tin1ing were probably factors.
''I le arned a lot about \vhat exactly
rape is, but I think the end of school \vas
a bad time to ha\ e this. especially the
same ni&ht that Chris Rock was here.·•
said Gourdine .
Mary Finley, Comn1unily Education
Director of the D.C. Rape Crisis Center,
was the guest speaker. In addition to
date, gang, and fraternity rape. Finley .
also addressed sexual harassment and
common myt hs abou1 rape .
'' Sexual harassment or assuault can
run the ga1nu t from verbal abuse to
rape. '' Finley said.
She added that many people fail to
understand rape because they do not
realize that ''rape is a socie ta l issue as
well as personal one .··
According to Finley. society can esc~latc incidents of rape by stereotyping
certain segment s of the society. One
example of this is the misconception
1

that onl)' big. strong. brutish men arc
m<1.sculine and desen.•e respect . This
notion "Can fuel the idea tha1 the '' masculine·· men ha\'e a right to exen their
ph~·sical po"'erover other people . Also.
it can create feelings of inadequacy in
men " ·ho are seen as effen1inate, which
may make ihe m want to seek revenge on
women.
FinlC)' also warned that thinking
only certain types of women get raped,
such as those who dre ss provocatively
or who are fron1 lower income backgrounds, can lead 10 a false sense of
security.
Contrary to popular belief, Finley
said, some date rapes are planned because. in many cases. the male plans for
the evening to end in some type of
sexual acti,·ity. Part icipa nts in the
seminar suggested that co mm unication
about the expectat ions of both people
before the date could help clear any
misconceptions that the woman might
owe. the man sex ual favors in return for
the date.
Finley suggested tha t a good way to
avoid problems is to ''a lways have your
own•money . That way you ' re not dependent on anyone else to take you .

•
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Architecture students 10 develop an experimental sc iences labator}' building
See page Al

U.S Congress suspends aid to Zaire
See page A9
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Agency model will give up her estimated over $90,000 a year modeling
career to study in the school o[ communications.
''I have to give it up sooner or later.
And right now we're in a reces,,ion .
No models are working very often,"
said Griffin, ''So there's no better

Acrylic nails may be more harmful than be3utiful
~cc page BJ
•

No More Stairs
Meridian eleva tors arc finally being
renovated
Sec page A3

Teen model gives up
-$90,000 a year to attei1d HU

The 5/10", 19 year old Spectrum

Acrylic Nails

Nike
Nike sponsored forum on black athletes scheduled for today
Sec page BS

'

time than the present."
Griffin is a native of Denver, CO
and has bee.n modeling since the age
of 15. Under the Kristi's agency in
Denver. Griffin was one of the highest
paid models in Colorado.
Last year Griffin was the Rocky
Mountain regional winner of the
Eilene Ford Super Model of the
World Contest.1990. Since then she

relocated to New York City and
signed with the Spectrum Agency
The pressures that go along with
modCling, such as staying thin, are

If you think taking a!l exam on the
fift y yard line of the Greene Memorial
Stadium could never happen. you better
thin~ again. especially , if you arc a
student in the School of Business.
Because of the continuous fire alanns
and OOmb threats in the school within
the last few weeks. faculty meritbcrs say
they may resort 10 an alternative that
could find students taking exams on the
main yard and even on the football field .
The main stude nts affected are in
Principles of Accounting 11 1 who take
regularly scheduled exams every
Thursday at the same time . During their
first two exams , they have ·had to
evacuate the building. The second test,
which w~s the week prior to spring
break, will be added to1he final exam.
''This decision was made by the dean
a nd the faculty members who are
teaching the course," said Dr. Horton
Sorkin , acti ng chairperson of the accounting department. ''We are con·
tinuing with the syllabus schedule, and
it would not be fair for us to move ahead
and ask the students to keep studying for
a test that is five chapters behind what
we arc going over in class.''
Michelle Royster, a sophomore accounting major, disagreed: "There is
already enough studying to do for the
final exam . Having a test gives you the
opportunity to really show if you know
the material before the final ," she said.
But Sorkin said coverage of mat.erial
will not be compromised.
''We have an obligation to cover the
same amount of material each semester.
The bomb threats have not stopped us
••
from doing so. We arc going to stay on
schedule," he ~id.

see MODEL. page A8
see BOMBS, page A8

\.•

·•
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Bombs
Away!!

,

I

New York based model Michelle
Griffin plans to attend Howard University in the fall.

Zaire

See 2000, page AS

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

Outcome of the All -African Student Youth Conference
·s ee page A7

•

By SHAUlff.AE BROWN

By TERRI SHOATES

Student youtlt Conference

search, Howa rd must provide more
resource s such as office space, computer labs, and research assistantS.
Professors should not be teaching
more than two courses."
''A lot of professors appreciate
Howard's mi ssion and students, but
a re burned out and· it 's reflected in
thei r classrooms and personal lives,··
•
Flax said. •1 More research also entails
salary increases. I have three courses
in which one class has over 50 students."
By emphasizing faculty research,
innovative programs, and the elimi·
nation of certain schools and majors,
Howard hopes to attract more funds
to the university .
Melvin Jones, Vice President of
the Office of Fiscal Affairs and Business, said the department is in the
process of determining the amount
of revenue !hat will be generated
from Jenifer' s proposals.
·President Jenifer said he believes

bomb threats persists

see RAPE , page A6

Student Experiinent

Frankly.n Jenifer

Faculty threatens to
hold exams on yard if

Michelle Griffin la an old hand In the modeling Industry.
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Official ''change of the guard''
completes presidential transition -

.

.

By Alan Harmaach
SpeCiaJ to the Hilltop

Dr. Franklyn G. Jenifer, who became
the 14th president of Howard University
on April 1, 1990, will formallybe inaugurated to the presidency today in a
ceremony starting at 11 a.m. in Burr
Gymnasium on the university's main
campus.

•

photo by Kewln ....

Charles Coward and John Jackson are just two ·of the members going to the national
competition. (Pictured right, Hassan, El·Amln will also be In attendance.)

MLK Forensics Socie

boqnd for glory
•

·Members from the Howard Univer- of the o rganization John J kson; Jun~
sity Martin Luther King Jr. Forensics ior and President Charles C0\\ ard, and
Society arc preparing for !he national ·Senior Toni D. Blackn1an . (Sophon1orc
con1pc1i1ion to be held front April 25 to Traci Jan1cs still has yc110 decide.)
April 29 . .
Sponsored by the Na1ion :1l Forensics
The seven n1cmbcrs of the team who
1

will participate include Sophomore Rhea

Association. the con1pctition \\·ill in-

Edmonds, Junior Candace Kelley, Junior ,Kanili Sharp; Frcshma~ Hassan ElArnin; Sophomore and Vice President

clude poetry, prose , informative and
persuasive speaking, in1pron1ptu and
extcn1poraneous speaking. after dinner

speaKing and dramatic interpretation.
According to Jackscln, an invitation
to participate was based on how well the
individual members did over the course
of the last two semesters.
The 1can1 ranked second in district
con1pcti tion and Jackson believes, ;, We
have a good chance of , coming out
alright .··
--Jennifer Golson

·Lecture
series to aid
• •
asp1r1ng
entrepreneurs
•

Perhaps the most significant are the
recommendations in his recent report to
Howard 's Board of Trust\es, titlCd
''Howard 2000," in which he presented
more than 80 recommendations.
Reflecting on a year under Jenifer,
Senior Microbiology major, Miguel
Gonzalez said, ''He has potential. When
we have a problem, he tries to ta<;:kle it.
He doesn't ignore us."
Jenifer came to Howard from the
post of chancellor of the Massachusetts
Board of Regents where he served since
1986, overseeing a state-wide system of
29 col leges and universities.
A native4tfWashington, D.C. he was
educated in the public school system,
graduating from Spingarn High School.
He went on to Howard University where

he earned the bachelor of science degree
in 1962 and the master of science degree
in 1965, both in microbiology. He later
earned a Ph.D. in planl virology from
the Universily of Ma:ry'land in 1970.

' to being chancellor of the Mas· Prior
sachusetts system, he was vice chancellor of the New Jersey Department of
Higher Education from 1979 to 1986,
and as~ociate provost at Rutgers
University 's Newark campus from 1
to 1979.

m

He was a member of the faculty at
Rutgers from 1970 to 1977, starting as
assistant professor and working his way
to becoming chairperson of the biology
department. He was also chairperson of
the University Senate ~ere from 1976
to 1977.
Having a Howard background. like
Jenifer, Sophomore political science
maj or Cassandra Matthews said, ''Coming from a family with Howard roots,
President Jenifer seems to live up to the .
Howard tradition.''

Burr Gym gets spring cleaning
By ARICKA ANDREWS and
TAMARA HOLMES
Hilltop Staff Reporters

Hilltop StaffiReporter

Publisher and editor-in-chief of the
National Sports Dail)•, Frank Deford,
along with public relations consultants
Stedman Graham and Armstrong Wil~
Iiams, of the Graham Williams Group. munity."
'
will be lecturing in the Schoo\·of BusiDeford founded the National O\'Cr aness on WednesJay. Thc. lect~re /semi year ago. It is published five days a
nar is the second sponsored by the week and covers all major professional
Howard University Small Business De- and cOllegiate sports.
velopment Center (HUSBDC).
l Prior to publishing. Deford was a
The purpose of the lcctu're series is to sports writer for Sports illustrated for 27
expose students to the publication in- , ycii.rs. He has been ryamed sports writer
dustry as well as give insight to entre- of the year six times· by the National
•
preneurial business ventures.
Associati.on of Sportscas ters and
Nancy Flake. director of the Sportswriters, and the Washington
HUSBDC, said, "'Having the Graham 1Journal ism Review honore d him · as
Williams Group and Frank Deford is the America 's Magazine Writer of the Year
beginning of our monthly series to offer for the past t"1 0 )'Cars.
students consistent contacts to successDeford fcc;ently chose thC Graham
ful entrepreneurs in the business com- Williams Group as the public relatipns

··-

Have you wondered why all of the
physical education classes in Burr
G)•mnasium have been cance lled this
week? Or perhaps rou have pondered
the recent renovations being done in the
building. Well, these changes are all in
preparation for the formal inauguration
of Howard University President
representative of the newspaper. Cur- F.ranklyn Jen ifer today.
inauguration ceremonies began last
rent\)·. the National has a circulation of
night at 7 p.m. ~ith hospitality and early
230.000 in 11 major metropolitan marregistration for Inaugural Delegates and
kets. Deford hopes to expand to more
Guests and will continue today with the
than 40 markets.
•
One of the main reasons Deford chose - · - - - the Graham Williams Group was tOenhance the image and circulation of the
National in the African American community .
"'With their )'ears of experience in the
HUH GIVES 'BOARDER
market, I am confident that the National
BABIES' A HOME
and Graham Williams will both enjoy
sustained growth in the future,".Deford
Last week, H:oward University
~

see ENTREPRENEURS, page A6 .

Architecture students to draw on
skills for n~w building project
.

.

_,

'

Medicin~ .

,......, ''As a result of this, the idea of orga'' My understanding is -that this is an nizing a special studio in the School of
initiative of President Jen ifer who would A~chitecture and Planning to explore
like to see su~h a building [project] at preliminary building ideas came aboul·."
HoWard University. HC created a said Clarens.
.
committee headed by the .Dcan of the .
The school implemented a vertical
Graduate.Scl'lool of Arts and Sciences to·· studio consisting of 12 students in their
develop avrogram for such a building.'' second, third. and fourth years with equal
said Angel F: Clarens, Associate Pro- representation of each year.
) fessor iii the School of Architecture and
''This differs from a traditional stuPlanning.
dio in that a traditional studio is made up
When ' the building proposal was of students in the same year. A typical
·submitted to Harry G. Robinson. Dean architectu ral stud io is made up of
of the School of Architecture and Plan- sophomores or juniors,'' said Clarens.
lfing in the early fall of 1990, Clarens
The twelve students were organized
was asked to work with the committee
and to develop the program .
• see ARCHITECTURE, page A6

By ERICKA GRAVETT
HiNtop Staff R"f'Or18'

0

I
I

i

inauguration itself at 11 a.m. in the gymnasiuffi. The inauguration committee
expects delegates from several universities and thousands of guests to witness
the event. For this reason, Burr Gymnasium has undergone a minor face lift
recently.
According to C0nstance Rotan , viccprcsident for administration, it is important that the gymnasium looks nice since
there will be various representatives in
attendance.
''We want to spruce J hc place up
because we have people <:oming from
all over the world," Rotan s_aid
There is a general con~ n sus around
Howard's campus that the location of
the inauguration should look as good as

"'

------ ~

Hospital (HUH) held ceremonies in
its auditorium to formally mark the
opening of a specia l house for
''boarder babies."
Located-at 1·fs4 Meigs Place, N.E.,
the house will accommodate eight
abandoned babies .who are well
enough to be discharged from the
hospita l but who still await assignments to foster care or adoption.
The house is owned by the U.S.
DepartmeDI of Housing and Urban
Development(HUD) and was vacant
prior to the renovation.
With the help of many community
organizations and individuals, HUH
raised the money to have the house
-renovated into a facility for boarder
babies. It now contains six sleep
rooms, two multi-purpose rooms, a
kitchen, bathrooms, a laundry room
and an administrative area.
HUD has leased it to the D.C.
Department of Human Services

-

---

possible since it diredly reflects the
University.
Freshman Education major Angela
Winston said, ''As the premier black
university in the country, Howard should
look as good as possible when the outside world is known to be watching."
A few students, however, believe
Howard should not be 1>9rtrayed to the
world as it is not.
Antoine Smith, a junior Psychology
major, said,"lf the administration tried
'
.
to make Howard look as gPod as possible for its students, that Would be one
thing. Instead, they have it look any
[sort of] way for us and try to put on a big
Sf18 BURR, page A6

-·--- ~~~

-

•
-

Campus Digest
(DHS) ror$1 a year, and Chi Eta Phi, the
natinal sorority of black nurses has a
contract with OHS to operate the facility.

SERVICE AWARDS
PROGRAM TO HOST
AUDITIONS
Singers, dancers and specialty performers are encouraged to register for
auditions for the Annual Howard University Retirement and Service Awards
Program. The program is scheduled for
May 28at 7 pm in CramtonAuditorium .
The deadline to register for auditions
is April 5. For further information or to
register, contaCt Martha Baron at (202)
806-5770.
-

BOEING EXECUTIVE TO
ADDRESS ENGINEERING
PROGRAM
Arlington W. Carter, Jr., vice-president and general manager of the Boeing
Aerospace and Electronics Missile Sys-

terns Division, will deliver the keynote address at the Annual School of
Engineering Honors Day Program.
The event will be held April 11, at
I :30p.m. in the School of Engineering
auditorium. For further information.
please ccintact the School of Engineering at (202) 806-6565.

•

•

AD CLUB TO HOST CA·
REER DAY '91
The Ad Club of Metropolitan
Washington invites all interested
persons to attend the 1991 Career
Day to be held on April 11 at the
Washington Sheraton Hotel, 2660
Woodley Road, N.W.
The event is scheduled to begin at
7:30 a.m. with a resume writing
workshop. The career day arena
session will begin at 8:30 a.m. and
will feature experts in advertising,
marketing, and public affairs.
The cost to attend the 1991 CareCr
Day is $15. For further information
or reservations, please call James
Stovall at (202) 265·3880.

'

. .

..

By JOYCE E. DAVIS
Hi#top Staff Report•

After deliberation and speculation,
the Howard University Chi ld.ren's
Theater has gained approval tocontii:iue
its programs for the 1991-92 academic
year, according to Kelsey Collie, theater j
director and creator. '1We arc looking
forward to another season and the con- I
_ti.1uation of our outreach to the com- 1
~unity ," he said.
In reference to the, goal and purpose
of the theater, Dr. Joyce Ladner, vice
president of academic affairs said, '' We,
:want to · be good neighbors no~ just )
squatters in the ·community.''
Collie, previously, said that he had
not received 3n official word from any j

•

aut hority on whether or not the progran1
would remain in existence. '' l hate to
sound sarcastic, but l know nothing .
Nobody has said anything to us !the
theater)," he said. '' I just feel that it is
not fair and I think that I have been
patient, very patient." ·
Now, after meeting with Dr. James
Hill , the academic program officer,
Collie is ce lebrating the continuation of
!he theater program. '' Working with
him (Hill) · has been wonderful . He is
one of the nicest men I' ve ever met,"
said Co llie.
Hill , who has met weekly with Co llie
(or the last ·three weeks, said, ''We really
worked it out amicably. It wasn ' t the
mountain that people had created."
Ladner said she knew the theater

'
would be saved. ··1 always felt it would
Hall would be inviting future problems.
be saved," she said. ·· we are cominittcd "'This building was not built with chilto the promoling the healt h and welfare dren in mind," he said. ''There are open
of black children and any children that stairwel ls and sophisticated equipment.
We have been fortunate that no one has
participate in this program."
In a memQ written last June 10 Ladner, been seriously hurt up to this point."
Collie, who believed that there was ·
the dean of the College of Fine Arts, Dr.
Vada E. Butcher, proposed that the no real danger of anyone getting hurt in
theater program be discontinued for the Fine Arts building. said, ''This
safety reasons. Butcher cited ''unsafe building isn't any different than a public
'
conditions for Iittle children•• in the Fine school or church.
Arts building as the reason she wanted
He proceeded to generate a letter
to end the program.
writing campaign urging more than
Butcher, whorefuSed to comment on 5,000 parents of children who particithe situation when it first arose, was still pated in the program to request that the
unavailable for comment at press time . ce ntral administration not terminate the
According to Dr. Jeff Donaldson, program. In the letters, the parents quesassociate dean of the College of Fine tioned Jenifer's actu.al commitment to
Arts, housing the program in Childress giving back to the community-a prom-

.

· ise he made since taking office last April.
The campaign produced over_ 500
letters to University President Frah-klyn
Jenifer and Ladner.
'' We answered every Jetter that we
received," said Ladner, ''We told the
parents that we were very sympathetic
to their concerns and that a review would
be dOne to see if the program could be
saved.''
Jen ife r could not be reached at Hilltop pre$S time.
Collie said he had not received a
reply to any of the letters, not even the
one he issued on his own. ''No one has
had the courtesy to eve~ send me a reply
letter saying that they have received my
letters, or any letters. concerning the
theater," he said.

Jn the December7, 1990 issue of The
Hilltop , Ladner said there would be a
committee to study the problems surrounding the Children's Theater; however, Collie denied knowledge of the
existence of any such committee.
''] have seen no committee. The
vice president told me that this would
happen but no one bas come to me, and
I would think that they would come to •
me considering that I am the director,"
he said.
According to Collie the issue was
0
resolved without his knowledge of a
committee. "I have not seen any com·
mittec, y~t. As far as I am concerned,
the problem was worked out between
myself and Dr. Hill, • be added.
see THEATER, pege AB

•
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•

Children's theater to continue despite past fears of its closure

•

•

Workers make renovations to prepare for inauguration ·

By SHAUNTE BROWN

Twelve students in the Scbool of
Architecture and Planding will have an
opportunity to put their skills to work
prior to joining the wprk force .
The Graduate School of ·Arts and
Sciences has formed a committee to
develop an Experimental Sciences
Laboratory building.
The students are responsible for submitting a buil9i ng design to the com mittee. The site proposed for this new
building is the parking lot between the
C.B. Powell Building and the School of

Delegates from a number of universities and thousa nds of guests arc expected to·be on hand for the events that
will include a dramatic academic procession, the inaugura1ion ceremony,
various exhibits and special events at
the university 's 18 schools and colleges
and an inaugural concert at 5 p.m. in
Cr3mton Auditorium followed by a reception in the Armour J. Blackburn
Center. The concert will consist of entertainment by a variety of members of
the Howard University community.
The Inauguration ceremonies will be
broadcast live on WHMM-TV. Chan-

nel 32 and WHUR-FM Radio %.3.
Since coming to Howard last April as
the first alumnus and the fourth African
American to serve as its presiden~nifer
has launched a number of initiatives.
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Meridian
Elevators undergo
repairs
.
.

From the imagination to paper

By Sh•untae Brown

Howard students use their resources f<»:
creative.purposes
.
.

Hlltop Staff Reporter
•

JU.st when Meridi~n Hill Hat! rCsidents have gotten used to their 'daily
cardio~ascular exercise routine of talking the stairs, their v.·orkout may soon be
oyer. Eleva tor renovation is expected to
be completed b}' the fall .
put of six elevators. only one! is
currently in working·· condition in the .
eight story building. Since the latter
part of January. Collin's Elevator Company has been Y.'Orking tO install bran~
new elevators.
The estin1ated cost is about S50.000S60,000 per elevator:
gradUate." said senior J~son Stewart, a
Reverend Nathaniel Thomas. i;lorm seventh floor residc~t . ''I have lived
counselor at Meridian Hill. ~id. ''It is
here since 1988, and I don ' t remember
costing so 111u~h . bccau,se totaii}' new havi!1g a decent working elevator. If it
elevators are being iilstalled. They were
worked, they would get stuck.''
so old, we could no longer find parts for
One 1hing Thomas is concerned about
·. them.''
'
is dorm vandalism. which he says ocHe added . ·· In the pas~ . we on!}· did curs frequently in Meridian.
patch Up work to 1hem. This is the first
time we have iJl\'ested a large sum of ·
·· tt is a shame that after we have
money into the elevators.'·
fought so long to get something, some~
Angela Hught;s. an_eighth floor resi- One will come-along with no respect for
dent, sa.id, ·' When the}' firiish. it V.'ill be the building and write graffiti on the
perfect timing. It will be time to mo,·e walls of the elevator,·· Thomas said.
back in h~re . Now I just ha\'e to worry
Some residents agree with Thomas,
about moving out .."
but fceJ that it is a hopeless situation.
··There should be a rule that anyone
''They would have to wait until I

•
•

In the layout, models are adorned in

By Jennifer Golson

various rashions from Toast & Straw·
Hilltop Staff Reporter

berries, a boutique located in Dupont
Circle. The store is black owned and

In last week 's edition of The Hillrop, an ''image'' was created to add
some differentiation from the normal
presentation of campus news. The
product of a gro_up of Howard University students, IMAGES appeared for
the first tiriie.
Following the idea of a layout for
a women's magazine. James L. Bolden
II, .. Frank Byrd -and Carlene Chin
worked collectively with others in
order to bring a ''refreshing addition
to"Tl1e Hilltop," Chin. said. Bolden is
the paper's photo editor and Byrd is
an assistant photo editors.

features imports from around the world
and local designers.

•

The purpose of the ins_ert, according
to Bolden was not just to bring a touch

of flair to the campus paper, but to give
Howard students a chance to exhibit
their talents and support black busi·
ncsses: ''Th is was e ur medium:: Bolden
said. ''We tried to use all students in
their

~d

.

'

and do what they do best."

With '-!.f..r;inge Ben Cfi~ the theme
for last week~IM~ES can be found
this week and will appear again in the
last two issues, all with different themes:
Fashions from other merchants will also

(l£ ... TOll

---·-
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Spring Layouts
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Elevators are off llmlts to
students during the repairs.
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•
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(Top right) The new moter and cables (above) will replace
old equip.m en! that was under scrutiny by dorm dfflclala.

who vandalizes the building should be
fined, with a th real 10 be evicted. But the
immature people who are doing these
things are ne\•c r caught,'' Stewart said.
Christina Ralls, eighth floor residenl.
said. ··I think it is stupid. We are supposed to be adults, people need to grov.·
up ."

'

•

A BOLDEN • BYRD PROOUCllON
ARl DIRECl10N BY 8 GARElH NEELY

IMAGES, though not a regular occurance, la the first venture
of Its kind for James Bolden, Frank Byrd and Carlene Chin

•

Sunday, 7th •

.'

..

' .·CHURCH SERVICE
BRUNCH
I

.

Monday, 8th

..__
Tuesday, 9th
Wednesday, 1Oth

Thursday, 11th

Friday, 12th

FASHION SHOW

POLITICAL FORUM

.
•

Ballroom, Blackburn Center
?:30;pm
Auditorium, Blackburn Center
4:30 pm
.
Hilltop Lounge, Blackburn
Center (immediately following
forum) approx. 7:00 pm
1100 East-West Highway
11 :00 pm

•

The C.S.A. appeals to all Caribbean graduating
seniors to i'nform the office at room 105
Blackburn
center.
·
.
j
•
•
-

·-

You can take a
part-time load of courses
without paying a
part-time · fee .

--BREAK--

C.S.A. Party

r-

•

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY DISPLAY OPENS
PARADE ON THE YARD : flags and costumes
12 noon · 2:00 pm

AWARDS CEREMONY

..

Reason #3:

Rankin Memorial Chapel, Main
Campus1 10:00 am
Gallery Lounge, Blackburn
Center, 1:00 pm

Human Ecology A
4:30 pm

- - - - -r--

L

'

•

I VARIETY SHOW

Byrd said, ''The idea came as long
ago as last May when we were working for The Hilltop." He added that · <
the actual planning to the pages began ·
in January, but that they had been
preparing themselves photographi·
cally.
''We spent the summer shooting a
lot of people and a Jot of time in the
darkroom," he said.
In January, Bolden was in attendance for a networking meeting spon•sored by Washington View, magazine
and held at Toast and Strawberries.
According to Chin , and intern at the
boutique, the me'Cting is a monthly
event on a larger scale to bring local
business people together and create
''good connections."
The store will be honored on Tuesday as one of the District's top 10
· black owned businesses by the Business Exchange Network.
'
Later, two model calls were held in
the Armour J. Blackbum Center to
gather the28 to be used in the layouts.
''Most of the. real work was done
Friday through Monday," Byrd said.
Although females will be used. the
purpose of the call was not only to
scout individuals for IMAGES, but
also to find males and females for
other ventures and possibly "open
doors for them .''
Bolden added, "We're not just
doing this for ourselves,"
The photos were done by Bolden
and Byrd; however, their interest in
photography is only an extracurricular activity that is becoming "more
than a hobby," Bolden said .
''We 're all entrepreneurial type
people. That's why we went into this
venture together,'' he added.
Bolden is an engineering major,
Byrd has a major in philosophy and
Chin 's major is fashion merchandising. Both Bolden and Chin will
be graduating in May.

Howard University
Summer Sessions
'
It 's-The-Smart-Thing-To-Do

•

APRIL 7 through 13, 1991

•

be featured .

.,

'

•

~

•

Seize the opportunity
Have a

• • •

'

HOWARD u SUMMER!
For information, please visit us:

Summer Sessions Office
Room 100
School of Continuing Education
Faculty Office Building North
(next to Douglass Hall)

or call us:

806-6792
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"I think right now Howard is trying to be all
an go to make the schools to which they will be
things to all people. Some trimming is probably in trans
d stronger.
order.''
In the ca
f the Schools of Education and Social
.
These were the words of President Franklyn Jenifer
in an article published in the April 1~90 issue of New
Directions, the university's magazine. In just a year's
time, President Jenifer's \vords havJ been transferred
into action.
\
Last March, the Oepartment ,ofEd~cation compared

I

Work, w re the undergraduate programs will be eliminated, ere is an argument to be made for doing what

you d

st. Currently in the school of social work, there

at"e 2

full-time enrolled undergraduate students. It is

absol tely propostero~s to operate a school faculty,
admints ators and staff for 20 students.
Whil it is most definite that the faculty in the S<hool

,..

J

'

]\ ' '

-.._v, . -

University of Chicago, Johns Hopkins Stanford and the year,is it necessary to operate a full-time school just for
1
University of Rochester. None of these schools had as a graduate program? The same is true for the School of

of Human Resources consisting of existing units in the

programs will be eliminated. This could go to make the

I

•

•

Honeymoon Extraordinaire
Monday marked the ·anniversary of President

has made himself accountable to students by opening his

Fraitklyn JenifCr 's first year as the the leader of this
universjty. Today he is being inaugura ed as the first
alumnus and fourth African-Americar\ to serve as
presiden~ The festivities, as well as 'he p9mp and
circumstailce planned for today, characterize the joy
and excitement felt here at Howard uhder the new
administration. Historians say one can ' t really evaluate
the effectivegess of an individual or event on history
until a significant period of time has elapsed. Indeed,
while thf full effect of Jenifer 's first year here cannot be
felt, we can see some change taking place on the campus

doors each Friday to students to speak to him one-on-one
abotlt their areas of concern. Dr. Jenifer has also not
hesitated to respond diiectly to comp.laints or allegations

already.

.

,

In the area of student affairs, the move for a Howard
University hotline and the fu nding for a bajor crime
prevention program is a definite step in the right dircc1
ti9n. The overhaul in the academic registr tion process
this semester, while having some sharp edg s, proved to
be very expedient for students trying to g t V!llidated.
The long-awaited start of the el~vator in tallation in

Meridian Hill Hall as well asotherresidenc hall capital
improvements are proof of some definite changes in the
area of residential life. Most of all, however, the
appointment of a seemingly open-minded head of the
division of student affairs, Dr. Steven Favors, is evident
'
of a concern in this area.
-. Secondly, in the area of accountability, Dr. Jenifer

•

tdthenew freedom recentl y gained by Eastern Europeans
w~en Soviet Preside_nt Mik~ail Gorbachev signed the

Glasnost treaty.
While they partied all night long in Red Square, the
professors, administrators, faculty and staff who make
up Howard University's inner-circle seem \hesitant to
celebrate. And who can blame them. II was not too long

lodged against [WHO or WHAT?] .

We've seen

responses on the issues of Afrocentricity and crime,
among othefs issues. It is not often that we find an
administrator who is willing to stahd out front and take
to heart most of those concerns which come at him. This
is a definite plus.
Finally, in the area of faculty and staff, Dr. Jenifer has

managed to distinguish _himself as well. With his un·
precederited universi~)r-wide support staff and faculty
meetings, he has come face-to-face with the very people
th3t make this university run each day of the year. In his
'' Howard 20JO," Jenifer calls for a ,new governance
structure to be created involving faculty in an advisory
and consultative role to the administration and the Board

From the new
L.A.S.C.President
Dear Editor,
A sign of the good leader is one who
can give praise to those who arc deserv-

ing of it. I take this opportunity to thank
the students of the outstanding College
of Liberal Ans for their support in the
council elections. Though the numbers
wcren ' t abundant, a wave of interest and
cooperation permeated from the halls of
Locke and Douglas to the laboratories
of the valley. I have been approached by
hundreds of students directing their
hopes and needs of the Liberal Arts
Student Council to the man with ''the
vision to sec it, and the will to do it.''
I would also like to thank my
presidential opponent, Ms. Holli Holliday, for a fair ~d respectful race. I trus\

addressing the needs of the student body.
In response to the criticism I took because of alleged "campaign infraction,,,
I vehemently express that my actions
were not of an illegal nature, and though
they did not raise a question of my
honesty, in the end, thanks to many
letters and cye~itncsses who professed
their first-hand testimonies, the nullification of the disqualification was
implemented by the General Assembly.
I am sure that my integrity will not be
questioned and cooycration from the
council and, more importantly, the students will be manifested.
The upcoming year will be a productive one. I urge the students of
liberal arts to become active in the pur-

attending the crime prevention seminars,
perhaps they would have been informed
that students can study self-defense on
or near the campus in at least three
places:
1. Bull' Gym with the Howard University Tae Kwon Do Team,
c'

On theH.U.
hotline

ren Parris, Paula Mitchel~ Carlyn Smith,
or Jacqueline Ifill. If they had been

2. at All Souls Church on 16th St., ·

''The man or woman who has no
co11fide11ce' in self is an
unfortunate being, and is really
a "1isfit in creatio11. ..
co11fidet1ce, conviction, action will
cause us to be
free today... ''

N.W., with the D.C. Rape
Crisis Center, and
3. at Meridian Hill Donnitory, in a:n
HU Security co-sponsored
self-defense program.
I 'could go on, but suffice it to say I
am damn tired of the campus community criticizing security's efforts. And

Dear Editor,

more importantly, doubting the ability

This excerpt from the Philosophy
and Opinions of Marcus Garvey clearly
expresses the sentiments of the Crime
Prevention Unit on the negative and
erroneous views of the students interviewed in last week 's article on the HU
Crime Solvers Hotline.
All semester long the (:rime Prevention Uni I has worked along with WHBC
Radio, the Campus section of The
Hilltop , and other infonnation beacons
on campus to infonn the Howard University community of pertinent crime
prevention programs and seminars on
campus. The Howard University Crime
Prevention Unit, in conjunction with
the D.C. Rape Crisis Center and the HU

•

of the campus community members to
improve the safety and quality of life in
their own environment. The Howud
University Security Division does a hell
•
of a job protecting the MecCa from the
forces of chaos and destruction. However no man-made instilution is perfect;
therefore, if any campus community
member has programs or measu~ that
they would like to see improved,
changed, or implemented, they can
voice these at the upcoming community
meeting to be held April 18th at 7:00
p.m. in the Blackburn Center Hilltop
Lounge. ·
William Brown, Crilm Prevcell)ion Officer
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the continued success of this university- the faculty
response was limited . .From all estimates it appeared the

Apparently, many members of the.university community arc afraid to question Dr. Jenifer.-. For example,
a high ranking professor at the university, who wishes to
remain anonymous, disagreed with the closing of the
schools . . He refused to make any of his comments

ERIC J. DA VIS, Editorial Editor

LtSA NUNELLY, O.icf Copy Editor
CANDI MERRIWEATHER, Copy Editor
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known to the public and would only reveal information

rapidly-changing university. Furthermore, Dr. Jenifer,

the university 's problems on public display, and solicited suggestions from the Howard community.

who has stepped on many toes at thiS university, should
be challenged and openly criticized by the inner-circle

•

Thank yo~ for your indulgence,
Your President, Julius Dion Bailey.

Franklyn G. Jenifer has gone beyond that and taken a

Mecca.' With the Commission Report, Dr. Jenifer put

sion Report- a teport that many believed was vital to

Counseling Services, has held crime
prevention seminars in the Quad, Park
Square, Blackbum Center, the School
of Business and Howard Plaza Towers.
In checking my attendance records, I
canno't seem to fmd the names of War·

that she will cOntinue her diligence in

faculty, ''I want y(,lu involved."
~
FurthCrmore. President Jenifer has started to take
Howard to another plateau. He has put the mechanism
in place for unparalleled change.
While it is not
uncomrrlon for a college president's first year in ad.
ministration ~o be tenned a '' honeymoon," President

· However, while students responded to the Commis- of Howard university-its faculty, security, and admin•

suit of the ''the vision." I, Julius D.
Bailey, your vice-president Kali Jones,
treasurer Wayne Smith-McKenzie, and
secretary Erika Lynne, Laws, look for- ·
ward to leading the largest and greatest
school on the campus of Howard University.

of Trustees. This is yet another way Jenifer is telljJ'&. the

''off the iecord ." Moreover, each week your Very own
newspaper experiences· situations sim-ilar to the one
ago that most of them feared for their jobs if they spoke mentioned above.
out against the system of which they were~ part - the
In an environment of fear, as is. evident when
•
system headed by Former President James Cheek.
instructors, security officers, and administrative aides
But for the first time in 20 years, Howard will have are afraid to openly criiicized the administration and
a president that encourages comments - good or bad - make vital information known to the p'ublic, w~ find it
about the university. Jn fact, he has received national difficult to inform our readers and create a consciousattention for being one of the leading critics of 'The ness necessary for survival at this often-dangerous and
•

•

•

14th president, there probably won ' t be partying in the effort exerted by the overall faculty·was not comparable
streets - but there should be. With this ctl-emony, the to that of the memben; of the Commis5ion.
University will undergo major transformations similar

•

Letters to the Editor

•

Jenifer ''the Great'' Criticized
When Dr. Franklyn Jenifer receives the University
Charter today to officially be inaugurated as Howa rd's

I:

•

Institute for Child Development and ~amity Life. This
way, the e~tra administrative costs exhausted to run a

-

•

''-

... "'

'

Schools of Human Ecology, Social Work, Education as
well as the Institute for Urban Affairs and Research and

of the School of Huma? Ecology, rest cturing of the campus.
College of Liberal Arts ~and the elimination of several
The proposed restructuring of ihe College of Liberal
other acaderilic offering~, are the painfui, but necessary, Arts into the College of Arts and Sciences is a good
steps that must be made to put Howard on the path change. The elimination of programs in which there is
tow.ard success in the twenty-first century . .
under-enrollment is a must if we are to increase financial
.
Perhaps the school which will suffer the most is the support for programs in· w~ich enrollment is close to
School of Human Ecology.
Jenifei has proposed capacity or even over-capacity.
transferring that school 's programs to other schools and
The streamlining of Howard University, which the
colleges on the campus. With the transfer of these proposed measures in "Howard 2000" augment, while
programs and the dissolution of the entire school as a Jess than desirable to the people involv~d, arc the best
concept, the salaries of a dean, associate dean, and their medicine this aili!lg, over-extended institution could
administrative assistants as well as several department take. The Board of Trustees has acknowledged this by
heads and their secretaries are all elin;i.inated. This its endorsement. So, 'Let the Pruning Begin.
J{JOr! ,

-

.

submitted by the School of Human Ec9logy fora College

of the Tree" will begin next fall. The p oposed closing College of Human Resources one of the strongest on the

t"

'

'

Education, where the undergraduate prqgram is being
eliminated. Why not combine these programs?
To this. end, we suggest the alternative· proposal

into one with 18 schools and college will come to a School of Education and Social Work for just graduate
screeching halt and the first cuts'in Ho ard 's ''Pruning

)

'.

~~t ~"

'

.
..

'

,

' many different schools and colleges as Howard. The
'
closest in number were Georgetown, Tulane and Yale,
which all have 11 Schools and colleges.
These
institutions have achieved many of thp- goals toward
which Howard is working.
With the enqorsement of the "Howard 2000" pro·
posal. the Board of Trustees has given its stamp of
approval to some of the most sweeping changes in the
history of this university. The evolution bf this institution

fJ

'

the Howard expenditures and revenu~ to those of other of Social Work is providing its students with a quality
universities across the country. Thi sfgroup of univ er- education, we must face reality and re-allocate these
sities, referred to as Howard's ''selectefi peers'' included funds elsewhere. Though the Social Work graduate
such institutions as Georgetown, 1}11ane, Yale, .the school has some 145 students and is growing eve_ry

•'

•

We welcome your
letters and comments
The Hilltop welcomes your views
on any public issue. We routinely con·
dense letters (or space. We also correct
errors of sryle, spelling and punctua·
lion.

We publish only original factual
material addressed to us. We do not
publish poetry or open letters.

istrative aides .

•

Faculty and administrators are encouraged to write and share their ideas and innovations.
Mnd to: Letten to the E.dltor
Tht Hllkop
1117 4<h St. N.W.
Washln1to•, D.C. 20059

Le11ers as well as commentaries mUSI be
ryped and signed, complefe with full address
and 1elephone number.
The opinions expressed on the EdilOrial
Page of the Hilltop do not nec:·a••rily reflect
the opinions of Howard Universiry, its administration, 1bc Hilllop Board or lbe student body.

•

•
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TARY
A New Civil Rights Agenda
•

We are in the midst of a sea-change
in ''civil rights.''

The most obvious evidence is the
degree to which the current civil rights
movement is on the defensive. The

-

House Labor Committee's Democrats
renamed the "Civil Rights Act of 1991 ''
the "Civil Rights and Women 's Equity

William J. Bennett
in Employment Act Of 1991 ." (Can the

"Civil Rights, Women's Equity in Employment and Pro-Environment Act of
1991 be far behind?) Key supporters of

last year's . civil rights legislation are
backing away from this year's version.
The willingness of Congress and the

•

White House to voice opposition to the
current civil rights bill is growing.
A public opinion study last month
commissioned by the Leadership Con:

fercnce ·on Civil Rights (a coalition of
liberal groups) found strong support for
the printiples of equal opportunity, efforts to expand opportunity for the dis••
••
, advantaged, reward for merit and hard
t'· work, and fairness in the work place. It
' also fourid (to the dismay of the groups ;
commissioning the study) a widespread
view that civil rights organizations are
not committed to those same principles.
•
According to Celinda Lake, one of the
authors of the study,"the civil rights
organizations and proponents of civil
rights were not longC'r seen
as ... addressing generalized discrimination, valuing work and being of opportunity."

Ugly Charges
Of course the leaders of the civil

•

,
i

•

•

•

is against quotas and invites a public
de~ate about them, accuse him of ''naked exploitation," ''race-baiting tac~ics,"
and ''visceral appeals to racial fears."
Fortunately, the two-track strategy
seems to be failing.
{\.second reason that the current civil
rights agenda is in trouble is the growing
disparity between the most pressing
problems facing black America (dissolution of the family, births to unwed
mothers, black-on-black violence, low
academic achievement, the number of
young black men dropping out Qf the
economy), and the narrow, divisive
agenda being pushed by the civil rights
leadership. What was once a gap has
becr,ne a gulf. Washington Post columnist William Raspberry (a supporter
of the Civil Rights Act of 1991) conceded as much when he recently wrote
that thkivil Rights Act of '91 won't do
a blessed thing'' for the most serious
problems affecting black Americans.
''Worse," he said,"it threatens to divide
America along racial lines."
A third reason is that during the past
25 years, the animating spirit of the civil
rights movement c~anged . The visiOll[
o~color-blind society has been replaced
by the vision of the color-co~scious
society. Martin Luther King's dream
was moored to American principles,
and the most basic promise of American
life- equality. It judged individuals by,
in King 's own words, ''the content of
character," and not ''the color of their
skin.'' And it soughttobringAmericans
together by rC'minding us that we are one
people. The current civil rights agenda
undercuts the principle of equality; it
judges individualS on the color of their
skin, not the content of their character;
and it has the effect of prying Americans
apart.
The old civil rights agenda is'bcginning to crumble at the core. What should
replace it? Let me suggest four things.

rights challenge facing us today. And
the best way to improve American education is to suppOrt a reform agenda
based on parental choice, accountability, merit p~y. alternative certification
and solid core curriculum.
Far too many disadvantaged, minority students are not being provided a
challenging curriculum. They are·victims of unwarranted pessimism, low
aspirations and (hence) a subtle form of
discrimination. It's time we do away
once and for all with Jim Crow math and
back-of-the-bus science. Poor minority
stUdents deserve the same kind of education that upper-class white kids get.
3) Promote ''empowerment'' and
eeonomic opportunity. Despite Democratic oppositions, the Bush administration should vigorously promote (both
legislatively and rhetorically) an ''empowerment'' agenda that stresses market-oriented solutions, choice, decentralization and accountability. In particular it should throw its full support
behind Jack Kemp's agenda of tenant
ownership of public housing, investment in low-incom'e housing, tax incentives to businesses located in ''urban
enterprise zones," community reinvestment and teh like. We need to tear down
the economic barriers that keep the
underclass in poverty.

•
•
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4) Affirm individual responsibility.

It is by now co.mm on knowledge that the
most serious problems plaguing the
black underclass have to do with a
breakdown of the family. Too· many
yOung black children are being raised
without the presence of good men in
their lives. How do you begin to reverse
this fact?. By moving ahead on several
fronts. including crafting economic and
social policies that support the twoparent family, fashioning public policies
that reward right behavior and pen3.lize
wrong behavior; using all the means at
our disposal-in our public, private and
social spheres, through law and moral
suasion- to condemn irresponsible acts
(for example, out-of-wedlock births);
putting young men in the presence of
positive male role modelsand·iosisting
that people in responsible positions affirrii~ lh.e right thirlgs (honoting cornmitmen~, individual responsibility, hard
work, community nonns, and virtue, to
name a. few). Some of the solutions
involve government action. Many do
not. And while none of these things are
alone sufficient to the task, each is
necessary.

•

rights movemept Will be the last to ac~owledge the fundarnen ta! changes that
are occurring; as guardians of the ·old
order, they have the most to lose. And
1) Reclaim control of inner-city
on the surface, some things will probably not change. Opponents of the 1991 streets. John IDilulio of Princeton arcivil rights bill c~ expect to be on the gues that the underclass problem is
receiving end of 1 ugly charges of (at mainly a crime problem. ''Those closest
I would like to take this opportunity
best) ''insensitivity'' and (at worst) har- to the problem,"' Mr. Diiulio wrote in
to address two misconceptions about
boring racist sentiments. ''Progressive'' the summer 1989 issue of the Public
my recommendation to close the School
politicians, columnists, and rilany within Interest, ··understand that improving the
'
~·,
'
or HumanEcologrAs you know, this
the media wi\l liile up behind sUpporters response Of crimina1~justice a'gencies is
recommendation is included in my reof the civil rights .legislation.' But all to the sine qua non of progress on other
port, ~' Howard 2000,'' which the Board
no avail, I suspect. · It is becoming in- fronts," such as schools, jobs and delivof Trustees endorsed following a specreasingly clear that the current civil ery of social services. The vast majority
cial meeting on Mar. 2.
rights agenda, and its propagators is of inner-city residents are decent, law'
rapidly losing its moral and political abiding individuals. They suffer disproportionately from predatory crimiforce.
Dr. Franklyn Jenifer
The,civil rights leaders hitched their nals. A civilized, humane civil rights
agenda on the quo'tas bandwagon. The agenda must include a more effective
Misconception Number 1: The
legislation being promoted by the ~ivil criminal justice system. That means A Beller Way
School of Human Ecology should be
rights agenda, and its propagators, are (among other things) tougher laws, more
In thC past, Republicans have rel- closed because its students arc belo\v
rapidly losing their moral and political ' cops, mo1e courts, more prosecutors,
and more jails.and prisons.
egated themselves to the sidelines in par.
force.
•
'
When drug dealers roam the streets tenns of shaping the civil rights agenda.
The truth is:
The civil rights ICaders hitched their
Human Ecology students compete
agenda on the quotas bandwagon. The of upper-middle-class Chevy Chase, It is time that we became players and go
legislation being promoted by thC civil Md., the residents call 911 . When the on the offense. The party of Lincoln favorably with their peers in receiving
rights leadership and .liberal Democrats same people roam the streets of inner- should speak in confident, unapologetic honors and in attaining positions of
is (like last yCar's legislationJ a de facto city Anacostia, some liberals argue we terms about the the errors of the current leadership on Howard 'scampus. Moreqi.iota bill. · Oppon~nts know it. Busi- should investigate the ''root causes'' of civil rights movement. At the same over, statisti~s compiled by the
nesses know it. And so, undoubtedly, drug use and violence. Hold the root time, we have a responsibility to point University's Office of Admissions and
do many of the _bill's supporters. But I cause seminar later. Call the cops. to a better way, to call attention to what Rccord.s for the last five academic years
most Americans deeply b~lieve in the What's at stake here is the fundamental works, and to advance a new, positive show that during this period, the attriprinciple of equality; they. are necessar- promise of government to the citizens: civil rights agenda that improves the tion rate for the School's students has
lives and the lot of all those who are been exceeded by students in several
ily opposed, therefore, to quotas and the equal protection of law.
2) Better schools. The strongest case deserving, but have been left behind. If other units of the University and that the
reverse discrimin ation. In an attempt to
square their ''civil rights agenda'' with for overhauling the current education in the process we gain politically, fine . School's graduation rates have ne_ver
political reality, supporters of the civil system is the lousy education the But above all we should do so because it been the lowest.
As for the SAT scores of the School's
rights .legislation ·have therefore appar- unde!class are recCiving. The,underclass is right.
are least able to afford a bad education,
Mr. Bennett, a former secretary of students, it should be noted that ( emently adopted a two-track strategy.
'
ofnational drug brace the College Board guideline that it
First, doublespeak. ·Deny that the s1·nce a good education is still the best education and director
civil rights bill is a quota bill. Talk way out of poverty. A 1986 Rand Cor- control policy, is fellow at the Hudson is innappropriate to use SAT scores as
instead about things like ''disparate im- poration study of the economic progress Institute and an editor of National Re- the measure of the overall performance
of students and educational institutions.
pact': suits, minority ''set asides," ''time of blacks since 1940 stated. ''the s3fes1 view.
In ''Howard 2000," in fact, I rejected the
lines,'' '' race norming'' job tests, and the and surest route to permanent black
R•prilltff
witle
pmrtiuiOll
of
di•
W.U
Sl#Yd
like. Second, try to preempt any serious e~nomio- mobility lies in additional · Jo11ntol. Copyri1let 1991-Dow Jo111s •ltd idea that a minimum SAT score be used
to determine eligibility for admission to
dcba1e on the effects of quolas and re- education in a good school.•• I believe CompanJ, Inc. AU Rlilets R•s•rvff.
the University. Instead, I recommended
verse discrimination. If a public official th:it quality education is the central civil

Let's set the record straight on
the School of Human Ecology
the utilization of a Howard University
Index that would put more weight on a
pro~pective student's prior academic
performance (as measured by GPA·and
class rank) than on SAT scores.
Misconception Number 2: The
School of Human Ecology should be
closed because its faculty is unproductiv'e and its programs are marginal.
The truth is:
Collectively, the School 's faculty has
compiled a fine record in teaching, research, public service and leadership in
professional organzations. In addition,
it has been notably sllccessful in attractjng extramural funding for research
initiatives. Five membersoftheSchool 's
faculty, for example, have held the only
program project research grant at the
University funded by the National Institutes of Health. This research focuses
on a topic of critical importaq_ce ti:> the
natiOn, in general, and to · African
Americans, in particular. It seeks to
identify the reasons behind the disproportionately high rate of infant mortality in African American communities
and the disproportionately high incidence of low birth weight babies born to
African American women.
Another key indicator of the quality
of the School's faculty is the fact that
four of its members have been selected
for recognition through the University's
Distinguished Faculty Awar~ Program.
I say all this to reiterate that my recommendation to close the School of Human Ecology should be seen in no way
as an attempt to cast aspersions on this
unit of the university. Surely, further

evidence that this is not the case is the
fact that all the School's majors arc
being retained. It is only the School as
an administrative entity that is being
abolished.
The decision to close the School of
Human Ecology and relocate its majors
was not an easy one to make. But I
believe it stands firmly on educational
and economic footing.
The decision reflects my reassessment that at atime when we are engaged
in a drive to consolidate and prese1Ve
the resources of the University, we
should capitalize on the compatibility
of the School's programs with those of
other units of the University. For example, although the School's Department of Human Nutrition and Food has
a strong. reputation, there are also nutrition programs in the Colleges of Allied Health Sciences and Dentistry and
Medicine in the Division of.Health Affairs. Merging these programs into a
single Unit based in the College of Allied Health Science will lead to an even
stronger and more focused University
thrust in nutrition.
The faculty, students and alumni of
the School of Human Ecology should in
no way be ashamed of their affiliation
with the School. On the contrary, they
should be proud ofthe role they played-and will continue to play-in sensitiz·
ing those inside and outside the University to the legitimacy of the ecological
approach as a framework for scholarly
inquiry.
The writer is the President ofHoward
U11iversity .
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Was it the death of an enemy or the death of a man ?

•

.

•

•

tee Atwater, former general chairman of fhe Republican National Committee and campaign manager for President George Bush, died _on Good Friday, 1991, of inoperable brain cancer.
There are.many on.Howard 's campus
who would wish him good riddance and
who would argue that the condition that
has plagued him for the past 13 months
is nothing more than his just deserts. I,
ho'wever, cannot help but be of two

Darrell Winston Hill
J

mii:ids concerning his passing.
As Atwater recounts in the February
1991 issue of Life, by the time he was40
,he wanted to have accomplished two
things: the management of a -winning
Presidential campaign and the chairmanship of the Republican Party. By

the time he was 39. Atwater had accomplished both of those objectives. As
Bush 's campaign manager, Atwater, in
his own·words,''would strip the bark off
the little bastard (Michael Dukakis]."
and vowed to '' make Willie Horton his
!Dukakis'] running mate." As GOP
chaifman, Atwater continued to use the
same tactics that brought him the power
he so enjoyed, I (and others like me)
approach poli1ics as only a slightly politer form of ground battle. We are hired
guns.'' Throughout his polit!cal career,
his ''Bibles'' were Plato's Republic, ·
Machiavelli's The Prince, and Sun Tzu 's
TJ1e Art Of \Var. f n his last months. Lee
Atwater had friends and rGlatives read
the Bible to him.
j ' inoperable b~ain cancer. Do you
face it ''by displaying the determination
to live or the courage to die?'' This was

a question that Atwater struggled with
for the past 13 months. He was a man
who had a lot to Jive for. Not the

challenge of getting Bush re-elected in
1992, or usirig the wealth, power and
prestige that he spent 39 years acquiring. He had a family to live for. One
month into his illness, his wife gave
birth to their third daughter, Sally

Theodosia. With such aggressive ambitions and great responsibility, Atwater
never had time to spend with his famlly;
there was always a Democrat that had to
be beat. In his last months , Atwater
came closer to his fathCr, with whom he
had not had a good relationship, and·
who was also suffering from bladder
cancer (on occasion when his father was
visiting him, he held his father's hand
and all he could mumble, over and over,
was ··1 love you, Dad. I love you.")
Lee Atwater came to realize too late,
and at great expense, what was really
important in his life. He came to realize
that what was missing in America was
also what was missing in him,''a little
heart, and a lot of brotherhood ... What
power wouldn't I trade for a little more
time with my family? What price
wouldn ' t I pay for an e1vening with

\
I

•

friends? '' Those statements about
Dukakis and Horton, he apologized for
them. He also apologized for the way he
treated people, particularly Ron Brown,
his counterpart at the Democratic National Committee, and the Rev. Jesse
Jackson. (It is interesting that3 of the 4
people he apologizes about treating
poorly are black. Perhaps that is indicative of his general treatment of
blacks?)
I.am still of two very different minds
concerning the death of Lee Atwate'r.
He spent his entire processional career
feeding the divisive attitude in society
that he came to lament. He used the
Willie Horton issue to feed ·the racial
divisions that permeate American society. His objective was no great moral
imperative; his ambitions were toward
no greater social good: ''Frankly, I

didn't care so long as we won." It is
these attitudes that cause me to feel .
contempt for Lee Atwater and hold him
as an enemy. However,hespcnthislast
months finding what was really important in life. He spent his last months
getting closet to his family, his father
and God.· He sP.nt his last months in
agony, "my face swollen from steroids,
my body useless and in pain, and un·
able to go to sleep, so fearful am I that
I will never wake up again." These
realizations cause me to feel compassion for Lee Atwater and rcaard him as
a man.
Lee Atwater, the enemy: Good Riddance. Lee Atwater, the man: .God's
Rest.
TM wriln is "" «'OflM'b ~ Mt IM
Collegt ofLibmJJ. Arts HOltOfs Progru;1i .
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said.
The firm will also provide some
guidance to the paper coocernibg editorial content among minority reade.rs.

charade to 1he outside world. That isn't
righl .''
Rotan, who is also the chairperson
for the inauguration coTn.hiittee, denied
that ~xcess work is being done to the
gymnasium in preparation for the event.
She said only minor things were being
done, and only a f~w decorations were
being put up. In prepa~ation for the

Part of \he market they will approach
· consists of high school students.
''We are.tr)•ing lo get -the paper into
high school classrooms at least once a
\\'eek. With the illiteracy problem we

have, it is important that people start
reading something on a consistent base,''

event, spo!s in the g)'m have been
pain1ed, the floors have been done and
decorations have been posted. That is
Williams · added. ··we ha\'C
the reason why the ·'~light'' renovations
exciting ideas for enhancing the circu\\·cren •t started until so close to the inaulation on the National, particularly in
gurat iop i1sclf.
minority communi1ies. •·

said Williams, co-chief e;xecutive officer of the firm.

Other clients of the firm include ac-

Though things ma)' have seemed
hectic in Burr Gymnasium for the past
few weeks. the inauguration committee
is certain that the gymnasium will look
perfect by the start of the ceremony.

tress and talk show host Oprah,Winfrcy.
gospel singer Shirley Caesar and de·
fensive b3ck for ihe New York Giants,
Everson Walls.
'

Rape
conti~ued from page Al
home."
In the event of trouble. some of the
alternatives suggesred al the seminar
were to embarrass lhe person loudly and
in public before the attacker has a chance
to go some\\·here private. make a lot of
noise, and not to warn the persod of the
scream because the offender could stop
~

Theatre

"teclt1re

. ii or turn on loud music.
Perhaps the most important tip that
Finley· gave was to carefully chose
drinking partners. This is ''ery impor·
tant . said Finley. because a person's
inhibitions loosen when intoxicated and
rapes happen most frcquen1ly when
hangittg out with ~ricnds or at parties.
.. Finlc)' advised anyone who knows a
''ictim of sexual assault to

cess. Participation was opened to students in the School of Architecture and
•
Planning who were at least in their seccontinued from page A2
continued from page A6 ond year.
'' We advertised just before the beAccording to Ladner there was no
ginning
of
the
spring
semester.
There
.in teams of three, one person represent·
committee formed, but a review on the
were
about
35
candidates
for
the
12
ingeach level ofclassification, to explore .
program was conducted through
positions.
A
committee
of
three
faculty
different solutions.
Butcher's office.
members
who
teach
at
the
fifth
year
'.'We are now in the process of ex''The decision was made to keep the
level
made
the
final
selection,"
said
ploring. Our goal is to •make a presen·
theater open about three or four weeks
Clarens.
1a1ion to the committee sometime in the
ago. It will not be terminated," Hill said
As
the
'project
comes
to
a
close,
beginning of May," said Clarens.
last month. When asked why Collie had
program
participants
are
finalizing
their
Clarcns j>ointed out that this project
not been notified of this decision, Hill
reCQmmendations
and
designs
.
serves many purposes including giving
said, ''That's not a problem. He will get
''We
have
been
working
on
the
project
~tude nts professional experience.
a reply. I will contact him myself during
since
the
beginning
of
the
semester.
• ''In general, the purpose of the exerthe first part of next week.''
Last
Friday
we
reviewed
what
we've
cise is to give the universi1y a better
Collie had also been worried about
done
so
far,"
said
sophomore
Thabani
sense of what kind of buildings arc most
the University holding up the program
Banda.
appropriate. From the students' point of
by not informing him of whether or nol
Program
participants
al
so
bcl
ieve
th
is
view, they are given an opportunity to
the program would still run after this
type
of
program
is
valuable
and
would
work with a project that is a real program
session. ''l have indicated to the Unilike
to
see
similar
ones
in
the
future.
with real clients and a somewhat different
versity that we need 10 have already sent
Presently, construction plans for the out the information and applications
type of studio experience,·· said Clarens.
about the program. We usually have
Students in the program meet on a building have not been made.
''At this point, the committee just people come from as far away as Oakregular basis three times a week from 25 p.m. Selectioi:i of program panici- wanls to explore its options, have a ' land, and they have to find housing for
pants was based on an applicalion pro- better grasp of the idea, and .establish a ·the six weeks," Collie previously said.
budget.," said Clarens.

not pressure the person to talk about it
Cooke did say she wished more
before he/she is ready, encourage coun- freshmen had attended because the inselling, and not take on the role of being formation should be of importance to
the person's savior.
them.
Anissa Cook~, a sophomore public
relations major, said that the information was helpful and that it was something she would remember because· ''ii
\\'as· presented in an informative way."

Gourdine and Brown have discussed
presenting th1e program again at the beginning of next year to the freshmen and
possibly taking it to several of the local
junior high schools.
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AT&1'Student Saver Hus program, a whole package of products and
service; designed 10 make a student's budget go fanher.
So look for tfl'&T Calling O:mlapphcauons on campus.
Or call us at I 800 525·79SS, Ext. 655.
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20oo is a new direction for the School of
Business as well as other schools and
colleges is the new Entrepreneurial
Studies Program. With the new program,
Jenifer said the School of Business will
not abandon training for corporate
American, but will also focus on the
needs of training an employee.
''Unless we can develop enterprises
within our community, we arc never
going to create jobs for our people that
are.so necessary," he said.
Making headlines for much of the
year was the issue of security. He said
security. the administration and the
sludentscould all be doing more. Jenifer
just installed a 24 hour crime hot line in
which students can call and report crime
incidents. The university is also work_ing closely with the District of Columbia Metropolitan police.
''The city police arc working with
our office~ to check the campus at night.
There will be increased ·Jighting on the
main campus and around the Plaza
Towe~ area. We have just staned a
student escort service to accompany
Other students between main campus
buildings. There is going to be a heavy
crack down on crime prevention,'' he
';..said.
He also said students need 10 take
'
responsibility in not letting people
in
dormitory build ings and being observant
of any ~nusual activitY.
Although. in his opinion, he has begin lo make some triumphs this year,
there is one 'thing he said he was embarrassed abou'1 and that was the condition of some the university housing.
·He has long term plans to move people
back lo campus.
''I think it is extremely imponant that
all freshmen, especially freshmen
women, have university housing ... he
said.
A 600-bed dorm room next to
Bethune-Cookman, is being planned.
In addition, there will be another dormitory on Georgia Avenue according to
Jenifer.
Within the next few weeks, he said
he 'fOuld make an announcement to
clarify if the Howard Plaza Towers are

dormitories or apartments.
''I am leaning heavily on announcing
that they will be dorms. But if it does
become a dorm, many of the privileges
of private life will be eliminated. We
also will begin to price them as dorms. It
will be difficult because the university
is still paying for them ." ,
Community relations is one area he
said had not received the attention he
wanled to give. There are plans in the
process for next year to develop a closer
relationship with the Georgia Avenue
businesses. He wants to help build
existing businesses and hopefully create
new ones. The administration is also·
looking al the university's purchasing
practices, and want to move toward
giving more business to minority contracto~.

One thing he is most pleased with is
the relationship he is establishing with
the students and faculty. Every Friday
afternoon, he practices his open door
policy and invites all students to come
and talk to him.
''We always have a packed house,
and we always have a good time. It is the
most enjoyable part of my week. I think
I look forward to it more than the students
do."
Holli Holiday, a sophomore English
major. said, ''I appreciate the Friday
session with the students. I tried to sec
{former) President Alexis and was never
successful. He would always try to
reschedule."
He assures students if he ever becomes too comforiable with his position
to sec them, that would be the indicator
that his time Was up as president of
Howard University.
He also feels his relationship with the
faCulty is in good standing. "This has
•
been a tes1y year. The faculty does not,
and will not, always agree with me, but
as Ion& as we have the same goal of
moving the university forward, we can
continue to support each other."
Jen ifer said the university should have
aspirations for improvement, but
Howard University is clearly a capstone
of the country, and argumentably-the

Study Social Sciences'in London
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Get the Alm' Cal.ling Card and your first call is free.
There's no bcner time to speak vour mind.
Because now when you get your Iree A7&7' C:C1//ing Card, you11
get your first IS·minute call frtt'
·
With your AT&7' Calling Card, you C'Jn call
- . - from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you
can keep your card, even if you move and get
llb 000 bllO llll
a ne\v phone nurnher.
-~~
Ottr Ctlling Qird is JJar1 of tl1e
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Collie, who was still in the dark three
weeks ago concerning the future of the
!heater, had already consulted a local
church as a new site to hold the program.
''As far as I am concerned, I am going lo
have a program somewhere, whether
the university has it or not, because the
kids deserve it,'' Collie said.
Hill said in order for the program to
remain on this campus, some new
modifications would have to be initiated
in order for the program to remain under

the University umbrella.
Three weeks agO, Hill had expressed
other concerns about the theater program. ''The program is ge1ting away
from the university~·· Hill said. "It has
almost achieved an autonomous operation and this cannot be because the
university has cenain liabilities and responsibilities.''
First, Hill said, legal responsibilities
<have to be tackled. ''We have six and
seven year-olds that are romping around
through a building that was built for
adults,'' Hill said, referring to Childers
Hall, the Fine Arts building. Hill said
the University is concerned with their
responsibility and the safety of these
children. ''Secondly, the building fs not
a ~losed building, and children could be
roaming independently throughout the
building and become abduc1ed or
something else could happen to them,"
Hill said. He recommended that there be
a an entirely new site to house the program.
Thirdly, Hill said quality control is
the last aspect of the theater that needs to
be examined. ''We have to look at the
quality of the program. Thepersonnelwe have no control over that and we
must gain control."
''The big issue was to save the program and to find somewhere to house
it,'' said Hill . ''Now that these two major
problems are taken care of, I am sure
that all of the others will fall into place."
Collie and Hill are presently negotiating the cit~ for the program. ''We will
be on campus either in the Fine Arts
building or in the Women's Physical '
Education Annex,'' said Collie.
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Study Year Abroad , Postgraduate Diplomas ,
One· Year Master's Degrees and Research
Opportunities in the Social Sciences .
Subjects include:·

.

Accounting and Finance• Actuarial Science • Business
Studies • Economics • Econometrics • Economic
History• European Studies • Geography• Government•
Health Planning • Housing • Industrial Relations •
Information Systems • International History• International
Relations •Law• Management •Operational Research•
Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •Population SW.dies
Politics • Regional & Urban Planning • Sea Use Policy•
Social Administration• Social Anthropology •Social P!an·.
ning in Developing Countries• Social Work • Sociolog~
SoC:ial Psychology• Statistics & Mathematical Sciences•
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Apphc•lion forms from
Asshlt•nt Aeg11tra• (C ASS). Room Hflll!i,
London School ol Economtet •nd Poli tical Sc1•nce
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l>Ove) J.W. Liquors on Florida Avenue and (Right)
elner'• Fine Wines and Spirits on Georgia Avenue both
er check cashing services In the Howard Community.
•
•

'

•

g
services
by
area
liquor
.
s draw former UNB clients
1

'

'

cltants cash in as HU students and_, faculty line up to cash.checks
•

ers.

As you pass by lhe local liquor
res on Georgia Avenue, h.ave
., you
ioed longer Jines of peopl_e waitto cash checks?
Well, many of these 'individuals

probably Howard employees and
s dents who ·are no lpnger able to

sh their checks at United National
nk (UNB). as i. result_ of·HO\i.·ard
nsferring its payrpll account to

•

••

vran Bank two weeks ago.

'

'

The aftennath of I.he controversy
s Jed to employees using local lior stores'· check cashing ser\'iccs
particularly on payday - ralher
n !raveling down1own lo So\•ran
nk to recei ve full commission on
eeks.
Weiner~ Ei_ne Wines and Spirits,
.I atecf al 2200' Georgia Avenue,
ovides check cashing, mon,e r or-

•

•

several years and it is one of lhe last
remaining businesses on Florida Avenue. As a result of construction along
Florida Avenue and a decrease in customerdemand, Millard discontinued the
service. He hopes to begin providing
check cashing services once apiaJn a
few weeks.
Students around campus seem to be
taking lhe change in stride. Patrick
Downs. a student employee at th~ School
of Human Ecology at Howard, was not
annoyed at.111 when be was unable to
cash his chfck at UNB.
"I do not hold the bank at fault, but
Howard, for not informing students of
lhe transfer ahead of time . It's inconven~encc that keeps students from going
downtown to Sovran bank. It's easier to
use a.local liquor store," Downs sa;ci.
According to a March 14 WashmgronPost article, UNB will be purchased
by a group of local black investors. This
ownership will return UNB to its blackowned and operatCd status, making it a

ders. and lottery services to its custom-

REGINA MACK

Weiner' s. a black-owned and operated business, has served the Howard
comm.unity for. close to 30 years. Its
track record includes·givingThanksgiving baskets to District residents and
providing charity services 10, Howard 's
Research Ce nter for' Sickle ·ee11.
Harvey Hersh, manager and owner
of Weiner's, charges a little over one
percent on checks. ''I won't deny I
make a profit. bul that 's what business is
about. It 's good for me , it 's good for
customers,'' said Hersh.
Mike Millard. owner of J.W. Liquors
Inc., located at 90 I Fl orida Avenue, said
check cashing services do not necessarily make a profit. "A lot of businesses
find themselves in a quagmire because
o( the discrepancies with clearing
checks . . There arc a lot of pitfalls,"
Millard said.
Mill ard ' s liquor store previously
cashed checks' for the community for

viable economic institution 1n the
black community.
If local investors did not make
tentative arrangements to purchase
UNB's assets from its stockholding
company, James Madison Ltd., the
company was going to merge UNB
with Madison National Bank to tackle
its financial troubles.
Gordon Brown, a sales representative at Pyramid Books on Georgia
Avenue, said since the lostof UNB's
minority status, the community has
indicated a need for more financial
services.
''We have to ban together to fonn
our own corporations,'' Brown said .
Stores with check cashing services can set their own check cashing
fee, according to the Internal Revenue
Service. In a'ddition, these stores are
able to make a profit from providing
other services .

Participants and panel guests at the
All-African Student/Youth Conference
w·ere determined that last weekend,
which marked the 40th anniversary of
the formation of the Student Nonviolent
Coordination Committee (SNCC),
would be the start of a new era-an era
of less talk and more action.
Representatives of worldwide ProAfrican organizations filled the seats of
the Chemistry and Biology auditoriums
at Howard University to seek a united
effort in the area of planning strategies
for liberation.
The conference offered various
workshops throughout the weekend including panels on the FBI/CIA , the
Industrial Police Intelligence Complex;
the Persian Gulf War; the relationship
of African youth to imperialist wars;
Women ' s Rights ; the International
Struggle of African People; and the need
for a worldwide organization of African
youth and students.
The opening session, held in Rankin
Chapel last Friday, set the tone of the
confe rence . The participants were en·
tertained by the Ujamaa dancers and
aspi ring Howard poet Ras Baraka. Sister Souljah, of the group Public Enemy,
was also present at the conference.
'' You must make yourself
powerful ... you must establish an economic puq)Ose,'' said Sister Souljah.
''You have two options; to fight or
dic! ... You can ' t can'tjust watch. You
must join!''
Souljah and Baraka stressed the need
to end continuous criticism of black
entertainers and called for unity.
·· we need to come together and stop
arguing about who 's not doing what.
Musaka Ricks. one of the founders
of SNCC and former member of lhe
Black Panthe r Patty, recalled the events
and struggles of lhe 1960s, stressing

that ''the only way we can recognize our
full potential is through organization.n
The recent racial incident in California involving motorist Rodney King
and several Los Angeles police
was also brought up. Damu Smith,
the African-American Network. believed the way to deal with police, like
those in L.A. was to fight back. ''We
must defend ourselves when the gov·
ernment doesn't do it,'' he said.
Twiggs Xiphu, member of the Black
Consciousness Movement in Azania
(South Africa), and Ace Maxashe, vicepresidenl of South Africans for Liberation and Education, discussed the conditions of South Africa today. According to Xiphu, lhe ANC and South Africa
have invested so much in Mandela that
if anything were to happen to him lhey
don ' t know what would happen.
He warned other organizations 10
establish ''shadow leaders'' to lead the
struggle when the frontline leaders are
detained or disposed. Xiphu believes
that self-reliance is essential because
''in order to be free you must execute
your own institutions because liberation
is an educational experience, bul education is a prerequisite for liberation."
The last workshop, addressing the
need for a worldwide organization of
African Youth/Students, was a power~
house. HousehMensah, memberoflhe
Lisle lndependente Estudientiles at the
University of Paris, relayed through his
interpreter, ''his sorrow for having tc:i
address his brothers and sisters in lhe
language of the colonizer."
Mensah emphasized the fact that
people must be willing to sacrifice for
freedom, noting that even in France it is
hard 10 assemble people for a conference
to bring about solutions, but easy to
assemble them for a party.
ChrisNisan, m'Cfn6efO[theAfricana
Cultural Center at the University of
Minnesota, came prepared with a proposal for world-wide organization. The
proposal's objectives included the need
for an organized discussion between
young people of African descent. The
discussion would be geared toward developing concrete proposals to address
the problems that confront Black youlh
and their communities.
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Bombs

selves to correct the problem. through
pressuring the one or two who are .re-

continues from page 1

•
Martin Dixon, a sophomore hotel
man~gement major said, ''I haVe missed

sponsible. They need to do it before we
do," he added.
And that's exactly what several stu-

dents did. Thursday, a group of about

twenty students who were frustrated with
five class periods because of these bomb
the situation met to discuss the problem.
lhreats. I don't feel li~e I know' the
Damon Allen ,organizer of the student .r
material that wCll ."
group said they will be proposing to the
The faculty members feel there are
faculty to enforce stricter measures in
not many solutions except having
prevention.
unannounc.ed exams and having alter··we think that no matter what, pronative lest sights. Dr. Shirley Friar,
fessors should say that we are going to
proft:ssor in the department of actake the test. If we have to go to the fifty
counting, suggested that the students
yard line and. take the test in rain or
meet to find a solulion themselves.
snow, then so be it. They should let
''The faculty are eventually going to
everyone know that they arc not playing,
have to address the problem. If the
''said Allen.
faculty decides, more than likely e'lt
The students also suggested the faccryone will suffer, and that will affect a
ulty find unannounced altemative~sights
Jot of good students," Friar said.
for exams, and install glass covers over
''Students need to take it upon the,m- ·
the fire alarms. But Christopher Archer,
•

,

,A

•

..

•

~rctary

of the student council, said
covering the fire alarms would not be
effective.
..That is only enough to stop the fire
alarms, but• a bomb threat only takes a
phone call," Archer said.
Currently, the group of student will
be attempting to get support of the faculty
and students.
''Everyone nCcd to know if one
messes up, we all will suf(cr," said senior Timothy Jon'cs, president of the
National Association of Black Accountants, " Professors need to stress
that they arc serious about the test will
go on regardless."
'' A!J.frcd Page, prOfcssor in the accounting department, said, ''We are
tirca of this, but we arc not making
·accounting any easier. It will catch up
with ~hocver is doing this. They can 't
run foreVer; they will eventual)\' flunk
•
0\11. ,,

Model

2000

continues from page 1

continues from page 1

difficu,lt things for Griffin to deal with
being so young and far away from home.
''] don't have many friends here in
New York yet so all I do is cat .. and cat,"
'
Griffin said.

students remain highly competitive in
Chemical, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering, Systems and
Computer Science, and Materials Science Research C.c:ntcr of Excellence .

Dr. M. Lucius Walker, Jr., Dean of
the steps taken by himself and the Board
of Trustees chooses ''quality over quantity ." Jenifer also suggested that
Howard's days of expansion are over

Griffin also says that it is difficult
living with 14 and 15 year old models
who have a whole different mcntalit)'.
AJI they have to worry about, right now,
is modeling. For Griffin though, at 19
years old otlier things such as schoo 1and
getting a degree are beco.ming important.
Griffin has appeared in such magazines as Glamour, Modern Bride, Seventeen •and Essence. She also had starred
in a number of music videos for such

artists as Otubb Rock, Today, and the
Mantronix.

the School of Engineering, agrees with
the changes the report cities.
''How.a.rd has been at aleisure pace in
providing the newest technological reand the fine tuning of the university will sources. Students are on the cutting
begin as we come into the 21st century. edge in thinking, but mut receive an
In the ''Howard 2000" report, specific excelled pace in the number of facilities
recommendations are made by Jenifer available to them."
that each school or college develop or
Point 68 of the report requires the
abolish programs to gear Howard to College of Medicine to "provide the
higher ground across the disciplinary Board ofTrustees with acomprehensive
boards.
plan to improve the quantity and quality
In Points 27 and 28 of the commis- of faculty research." ne College of
sion report, Jenifer advocates that the Medicine will have to reexamine the
School of Engineering upgrade the it's Center for Sickle Cell Di.lease and
laboratories and renovate the research Cancer Center, andconcentrateon "other
and :eact-.:"~ c:!"ace. Accnrdine: to the are?.s that arc important to the health
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Congress cuts aid to Mobutu
By JAMES COOK

.

'

•
'

From Left to Right: Panellsts Jesse McDade, Michael Slate, and Carl Dix,
•

•

.

Revolution: From Peru to Azania
.

By D. MALCOLM CARSON

The '"Yo!The ivorld Is Being Turned

Upsitk Dm-.•nr' revolutionary journal·
ists tour, organized by the Revolution·
ary Communist Party (RCP) and spon·
sored by the Alaine Locke Philosophi·

cal SQciety, descended on the Howard's
campus Monday for a discussion about
the struggles of oppressed people from
Peru to South Africa. The tour. which
has been ongoing since last October. has
visited colleges from California to New

York.

·

•

The main event of the tour's visit to
Howard was a panel discussion at the ..

Human Ecology Auditorium. The panel
includ~' former black GI resister and
present national RCP spokesperson, Carl
Dix. Morgan State philosophy professor and WPFW commentator. Jesse
McDade. and Michael Slate. ajournalisl who has reported from the
shanlylowns of Azania (South Africa).
Nadine Andre, who has writlen first- ·

•

•

'

'
Dix related his personal experiences
in the U.S. military, having been a memberofthearmed forces during the 1960s.
When he was called to go to Vietnam, he
refused ·and served two years in
l..eavenworth prison. Dix urged students
to support the resisters.
Michael Slate pointed to popular
sayings such as ''we want the land,'' and
"the land is ours," as examples of tht
mood of the Soutl' African masses.
"These people don't own a square inch
of land • all they can 'do is work on the
white farms," he said.
Slate also pointed out the critical
view many people, particularly the
youth,hadtowardnegotiations."Among
the people on the bottom there is a
significant and growing segment who
reject negotiations'' between blacks and
the apartheid regime. he said.

Jesse McDade pointed out the irony
of blacks in the war. "African people
went over there to fight for the freedom
of some Arabs. when the Arabs, even
before !he Europeans, put Africans in
captivity." he said.

Student protest - Zairean style
previous stLodenl dcmon4•111cw
Recent HowlJ'.(l Univcnity
student protCSIS pale in oomparison where Lumbushi stvdeatt pn,catc d
in
IO student prolCSIS in Zaire. During oul of sympltby for
Kinshasha• where stµde:nt• ICC
the past year and a half. Zaire has
vehicles on fire and beaC soldiers.
been rocked by student. anti·
In response to Prclidem
government demonstrations
Mobutu's May 3, 1990 speech to
nationwide.
the legislature probibilins •••omhly
To this date, 3CX>O students are
of opposition polilical gioupc and
reported to have been murdered by
dclafing the e111bli&brne111 oftbe
lhc Mobutu Regime. The most
cootroversial event of government
uansilional &overnmcnt. aggression took place on May 11,
stopped blJJCI carryina mcmben of
1990. during a night-time raid II
thc legislature and \tCal them
Lubumbashi Univcraity. Members
Studenll were allo said to have
ofMobutu"spcrsooalguard ,
turned over vchidca u their
reportedly dressed as civilians and _activities spread to other universities. The whole ordeal reaulted ia
enterc~ the campus., assaulting
the atr'Clt of 1 number of mylea11
students with knives and bayonets.
••
The massacre was said to be
· and the execulioa of one.
s1 acccssful•because the asa•il•nts
Students demandinc that
were able to cut off the campus
Mobutu pardon KinaheW UDiver..
sity students and fl1Jfill bia JNOWelectricity, ICCUl'e a number of
student maraudcn and set rue to
ilcs of democracy bcpa !heir ,
several dormitorie&. When the
demonstrations wilh redirec:ling
killing was over, 150 students
univenity traffic and •*llC'Dnl
reportedly lay dead and many
government vehicles with stone&.
others were injured.
Some students were apprehended
The massacre ended a series of
and later returned to the camp.u
student demonstrations and
after allegedly being 11CVerely
government reprisals. This event
beaten.
• by J1=11 Cook
was said to be a response to 1

1111-.

-

•
•

•

•

hand stories on the struggles of the Haitian masses, moderated the panel.
•
Accordingtol..inda Warncr,anorganizer of the event, "these arc journalists
who have been on the frontlines of key
struggle around the world and reporting
•
on them by giving voice to the 1o~
pressed:'
Nadine Andre pointed out' that the
revolutionary struggles being waged by
thepeoplcofHaiti,whichshcwitnessed
firsthand; havc not be'cn reported in the
mainstream U.S: p,ress.
She talkedof.. st?i:ICnts" who" pushed
a statue of Christopher Columbus - a
symbol of imperialism. into the Ocean,''
•
and people who "had formec;I vigilante
brig3des to fight" opprl'._ssion. '
Carl Dix rejected U.S. claims of
victory. ''There was nothing hero it: in
the U.S.-led ripe of Iraq and nothing to
celebrate either . . . it was aimed at
sending a message that U.S. domination
can'~ be threatened," he said.
··we didn't suppOrt your war and we
won 't celebrate your victory; we won ' t
dance on the blood and bones of the
Iraqi people," Dix said.

In response to human rights abuse in
the central African nation of Zaire, the
U.S. Congress has suspended military
aid and has channeled humanitarian aid
to Non-governmental Organizations of
that country.
Abu Kari of the Rainbow Lobby, a
D.C. lobbying group on Zaire, said,
"Congress needs to put more pressure
on the Zairean regime to truly dcmoaatizc and open up free discussion...
Zaire has been ruled by the a dictatorship headed by Mobutu Scse Seko,
reputed to be one of the world's richest
men. Mobutu seized power over the
former Belgian Congo in November
1965 with the help of the CIA following
the CIA-sponsored assassi nation of
African Nationalist Patrice Lumumba.
Zaire, one of the world 's most
minerally rich l)<\t~ons. has been important to American interests in the region. The fiercely anti-commun ist Scko
has served as an arms conduit to rightwing rebels fighting against the Soviet·
backed Marxist regime in Angola. Zaire
, also voted with the U.S. on the U.N.
' Council last December in favor
Security
of the Iraq war resolution. Ziare is the
largest recipient of American aid in SubSaharan Africa.
C.Ongressman Stephen J. Solarz (D·
NY) has introduced a resolution that
would be eff~t ive in rewriting Ziare's
.;onstitution and installing a transitional
government that would be accountable
to election laws until a new president is
elected. The one major concern. however, is ''the resolution will leave leeway
for Mobutu to establish himse lf again,"
said Abu Kari.
President Mobutu has been acoused
of wide-scale violations of human rights.
In the wake of his April 24, 1990 an-

nounc.ement to install a multi-party campus dres.sed as plain clothes civilgovernment and end Ziare ' s existing ians in search ofopponents to the Mobutu
one party rule, there has been massive regime , then attacked students with
unrest. The government has responded bayonets knives and set fire to several ..
to student protests and workers strikes donnitories.
with repression.
The most recent example of govern..Students have taken the. lead i n
ment aggression occurred on May 11. making demands on the regime and as a
1990 at the Lubumbashi University . result have been set upon by the regime,"'
campus. Sources claim that soldiers Abu Kari said. "Students here need to
killed 12 students in a night-time raid. find out about the struggle in Zaire and
Apparently, the soldiers entered the get involved," he said .

'
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BLACK MAGIC: THE VOGUE OF EXPRESSION
,
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 1991
APRIL 14TH.. APRIL 20TH

•

,

•

SlH>\Y, Al•al 14 CA' I TO QWlEl.

RAN<IN QW'EL
1.l:OOAM
•

•

MNl\Y, APRIL lS COi/Ei 1VSKJWf11~1ril'C

l<IMCOI FSfa11utyd
t.i I.AN) 0: I ~

I

7:00PM

$5/$10

•

1\ESI '/AV, APRIL 1S

VAFllEI VstON
kc••ti"SIUJA' BJ
wrH:R OIBTOllEAI• 11 0
7:ClJPM

$5
lllRiOAY, APRIL 18
FASHClllSOOW "Al I UE'TIM>st«JWS
ARSI SHOW 8:00

$7/$10
SECCNJ SHOW 10:00

$10/$12

"'RE'"'C'"f""Pl'"IClll

•

&\1PSfATS

N"I ER PARTY AT l<IUl\MNJARO'S

$5/$6
FRIDAY, APRIL 19

. tlJ [>A~ ENSEM3LE
7:ClJPM

$5
,

SAT\RlAY, APRIL 20

•

SI •aNO PICNC
~YARD

12005:00 PM,

'

ALL EVENTS HELD AT CRAMTON AUDITORIUM UNLESS OTHERWISE NOnD
TICKETS GO ON SALE AT BOX OFFICE MONDAY, APRIL 8 AT 12 NOON
GET THEM EARLY BEFORE THEY SELL OUT!!!
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To teach as we learn, to share as we gain:
HOWARD and the COMMUNITY PARTNERS IN PROGRESS
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Proud and perky:
HU campus pals
•

By SEAN ALLISON

·

As hundreds of hopeful students

turned in their applica1ions, many of
them have learned it takes more than a
sense of humor and popularity to become

a Howard University Campus Pal.
Started in 1946 by Samuel Etheridge,
the campus pals help freshmen and

transfer students make a successful
transition to college life.

Graduating seniors have created
vacancies in the organization, and the
pals wcr~ pursued by many who

So strong is Suggs' dedication, that
he would rather sec the organization
cease to exist than to accept people who
do not meet the criteria or fail to uphold
their obligations as pals.
''It's not a right to be a pal," said
Suggs. ''It's a privilege ."
After being selected, new pals go
through an extensive orientation. Current
pals are also re-trained.
The orientation and training process
includes workshops, guest speakers and
seminars on financial aid, housing, and
health care issues relating to students.
Pals must return two weeks early before
the beginning of the academic year.

•

attempted to fill them. How many

studc nts were successfu Iin their attempt?
Twenty, to be exact.

Before becoming a campus ·pal,

applicants had to complete an application
packet.
Enclosed
were
two
recotl\!llendation forms, one for a facul1y
member, the other for a current campus
pal. s ·tudents had 10 have a 2.0 G.P.A. to
be eligible.

Whodlnl speaks on educ·a uon at taping of BET's Rap City at Blackburn. (Inset) John 'Ecstacy" Flecher

Bae

a 'Ba -a-Tric

•

'

By KAREN GOOO

•

HiHtop Staff Reporter
•

•

.

•

..
•

•

Let's lake a· little walk back in
time . Back to the 'da)' S afler
Grandmasterf nk and before f'\eY.'
Jack Swing, hen the latest hit was
"Freaks Com
ut At Night~ by three
gentlemen from
NYC--more
'eminently known as Whodini .
After a few hits (and pits) later.
without warning or explanation. they
mysleriously\'anished from the charts.
?\ow, after almost three years.
tl-iey're back . Uncomfortable Y.'ilh their
former Aris1a record !abet 1ha1 once
carried their sonances of hip-hop
and somewhat ignorant of the neorap
music industry. Whodini has eased .
rather quietly. back on the scene.
I complete with a "fresh" (can we still
say that?) bag of tricks .
··we got a brand new album out
called 'Bag-a- Tricks'. and so far it 's
been great ," explained rapper John
H Ecstacy ~ Fletcher. ··we had to reeducate ourselves on the music
business, so we took our lime. made
sure we got it all down pat. and now
we're ready to make music once

"We 1ry to be as versatile as possible,"
addsEcstacy."and reach different people
1n different Y.' a}'S. Certain songs, we
feel, will reach the younger rap audience.
while others will reach a more mature
audience.
"We try t9cover the whole scope of
people and have a little bit of something
lo offer all."

•

!

w

I

~gain . ··
•

'

•

The latest Whodlni recordings,
said rapper Jalil Hutchinson, are
"probably more loose that all the other
LP's. ~ With nev.• lyrics like "Nobody
wants to be called a freak , but
everybodywants to'get FREAKED!".
that'.s a statement not too hard lo
. .
1mag1ne. J

~
.'!i

i:i!

~

0

~

OJ Grand Master D

"I feel like its our duty," he con1inued

"to try "and shed some light on another
perspective of the business to youngsters
who are interested in pursuing a career
in music or any other field."
Group manager and Howard
alumnus, Frank Edwards wanted to bring
something back to his alma mater-namely tl'is group Whodini.
. "I wanted to come back to the
university with the group and let them
feel 1he college presence," he said. "It's
important lo lei [people J know I hey
respect education and to advise others to
slay in school and take care ofbusiness."
"Howard
University," Jalil
interrupted. viewing his surroundings .
"This is the mecca."
"Ybu know." he con1inued, "when
people arc on the inside. they never sec
ii the same way ii looks when they're on
the outside. [Howard) represenls a
strong foundation for our people. There's
people from Howard all around the
world. It's an oasis."
:·1 wish l would've gone 10 college,''
Grandmaster D voiced softly, ''but then
the rap scene came and I got into it. 11
just took me in that direction." D s"aid
he has seen enough to know the
importance of a college education.
although he, as well as the other members
do possess high school diplomas (Jalil
and Ecstacy attended college briefly).
Appearing to hold highly !he value
of education, he said he eventually
wants to continue his temporarily stalled
scholarly success.
Such values. which would lead D
back lo college after more than 11 years,

are hardly 1he stuff rap stereotypes are
made of, the concept of'"edutainmen1··
(as coined by rapper KRS 011e) just
recently becomming tres' en \'ogue.
But then. the stereotype of rappers
being rappers because that's all they
can be is definitely a thing of the
past-al least for these gu}'S. ''I was
stud}' ing computer science and
business.'' said Ecstacy matter-of·

factly.

··I've been working on this project. I
went through four different drafts to tell
a great story. I wanted to do something
special for this fil~ ..: ·
•· ... it was a labor of love. "
Robert Townsend and fellow
thespians sil in the luxury suite of the
''if-you-have-to-ask-you-can't-affordit'' Mark Hotel in Upper Manhattan.
NYC after munching on a fabulously
assembled brunch-style buffet. Doing
the East Coast to hype Tl1e Five
Heartbeats, in which Townsend wrote
and directed, the cast is ruminating on
the nostaligic appeal the film may
possibly have on younger audiences.
"I know what .you 're saying," says
Tico Wells who portrays Anthony
"Choir ~y'' Stone in the film, ''but it
goes beyond that Whole nostaliga thing .. ''

Jackson, a freshman from Colorado. To
him, loyalty and dedication are
fundamental in being a pal.
''It takes a lot of time and effort to be
a pal,'' said Jackson.'' And I don't believe
in half-stepping on my responsibilities,''
•
he continued .
•
The campus pals stress hard work
and sinceril)', not wise cracks and
popularit}'.
Perhaps Phil Suggs said it best when
he said:
''It appear~ that we have a lot of fun,
and we do. However, that is the result of
man}' days and weeks of blood, sweat,
and tears."

''Rap came along and I really liked
it." he continued, "so I dedicated my
time to doing this.· But we all have
goals in other dircctions ... that's what
we have to stress to youngsters .
Always have other activities in which
)'Our education will take you .

w

Along with Rap City 's Chris
Thomas, the group was at Howard to
~ype their second coming into the hiphop industry. Here to offer a few words
from the wise, Whodini 's quick to
inform : In this world. it's all about
ge11ing an education .
"The most important thing, and you
can't stress it enough, is for kids to stay
in school and further 1hat education as
far as they can take i1. " explained Ecstacy.
1
' because out here, opportunity only
comes with an education."

•

''l think it's a [nostalgic) history
lesson on one level ,'' Townsend chimes
in, ''but I think once you get past the '60s
thing- when kids get inside the [the
film ]-=it's about bonding. learning what
a friend is ... stuff they can relate to on a
lot of leve_!s because they ' re going
through it."
·
Heartbeats is an engaging musical/
comedy/drama that recounts the trials
and triumphs of five buddies in the '60s
offering their tidings of music to the
neophytic days of rock and roll . Donald
''Duck '' Matthews is Townsend's
character and he, as well as the other
Heartbeats, take the audience down the
proverbial memory lane, with images of
Delphonics and 's upremes dancing
through' their heads.
It almost makes you want to
rediscover Motown.
''The movie is about so many things,••
Townsend continues. "It's about love,
redemption ...drama, comedy. I mean,

'"When rap music is over-when
)'Ou don't want to be a rapper
an}•more-what'cha gonna do then?''

'The Five Heartbeats' opened nationwide last week.

'

•

ago, Townsend astutely came out with
the virtually entirely credit card financed
film. Hollywood Shuffle. A tale of a
young black actor's struggle to find fame
in Hollywood, Shuffle was spiced with
a series of skits that took a satirical look

see TOWNSEND, page 64
•

I
•

Hi-Five qui1 tet
strives for success
Hiiitop Staff Reporter

•
'

Campus Pala

By TAMMY GREER

there's no way to describe it in one
word ... ..
''It's about an American tale,"
interrupts Michael Wright, who plays
Heartbeat 'Eddie'. ''It's about )'OU and
I. It 's about our emotions. It 's about
life ."
A little over three and a half years

-

Jalll Hutchins

Heart-to-heart with
Tol:Vfsend
and
the
'Beats'
'
Hiltop Staff R8{JOftBt

Among the new pals is Dallas

I

•

By KAREN GOOD

Members of 1he organiza1ion said
they were looking for people who have
common sense, leadership qualities,
good judgement. knowledge of the
universit)', and an over-all positive
personality. Contrary to popular belief,
applicants were not evaluated on their
ability to be funny.
''More times than not, people become
funny after they have become a campus
pal,·· said Phil Suggs. vice-chairman.
''That's attributed to 1he bond that we all
have. All of the-pals arc reali)' friends,"
Suggs added .

A typical day doting their training
week runs from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m ... But
the day still is not complete.
''After that, we have to take care of
our own housing and registration
problems," said Suggs.

Fresh, sassy and totally cool is the
description of the latest musical
sensation on Jive/RCA record label, Hi
Five. This quintet, from Waco, Texas;
Oklahoma City: and New York City is
taking the country by storm by flooding
the radio waves, trade charts, and the
'
heart of every teenaged girl in Americ,
with their debut album ''Just Can't
Handle It! ''
This five star, All-American group
of young men have been singing tOgether
for nearly two years.
.
According to first tenor Russell
''Russ'' Neal , the group grew up listening
to groups like New Edition, The Boys,

and the Jackson Five. The group is often
compared to the popcorn group New
Edition.
When asked how the group felt about
this comparison, Neal replied, ''It's an
honor. Those were the people who made
us want to be a group.''
Hi-Five wants to be in the same

categ lry as New Edition and The Boys,
but th y want their own image and their
own s yle to prevail said the you ng 16year-old: besides ''No one can do it like
New Edition!''
The group's own singing style is
what ~~ producer Teddy Riley helped
to mastermind on Hi-Five 's new album.
''I Just Can't Handle It," the group's
first ~lease produced by Riley, tells the
story ~f· a young teenager's crush on an
1
older roman.

This single established the group
visibility in the music industry. The
single was so successful, it chaned top
five on the Billboard charts.
The current hit single, ''I Like the
Way pe Kissing Game},'' also created
by Ril~y, has you ng girls screami ng and
huggi g their pillows at night while
dream ng about kissing a mem~r of
.
I
t hIS grpup.
Thd single is so hot it hit number one
on the the Billboard R&B charts, and

the Radio and Records (R&R) R&B
see HI' ·FIVE, page B4
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2:20, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50, 12:10•.
-Reversal of Fortune (R) Fri. ·Sun. 2: I 0,
4:40, 7:10, 9:40, 12'.
All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25.
•Late show Fri. and Sat. only.
K-B CERBERUS
• 3040 M St., NW (202) 337·131 I

AMC UJ:'ION
ATI ON 9
Union Station (202) 842-3751

2:Jil; 4:40, 7:10, 9:40.
-:Silence of The Lambs{R) Fri .-Sun. 2,
4:30, 7, 9:30.
All shows before 6 p.m. $3 .25.

-The Marrying Man (R) 5:10, 7:20,
9:30, 11:40•. Sat. and Sun. 3, 5:10,
7:20, 9:30, 11 :40• .
-Silence Of The Lambs(R)4:40, 7:10,
9:50, 12:10'. Sat. and Sun. 2:10; 4:40,
7:10, 9:50, 12:10'.
-Sleeping With The Enemy (R) 5:20,
7:30, 9:40. Sat. and Sun. 3: 10, 5:20,
7:30, 9:40.
-Rocky Horror Fri. and Sat. midnight• .
Fri.-Sun. first matinee $2.50.
•Late show Fri.-Sun. only.

Movie listings not available at Hilltop
press time. Please check other local
listings for shows and showtimes.

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE WEST
END 1·4
23rd and L streets NW (202) 293·3152

K·B FOUNDRY 1·7
1055 Thomas Jefferson St., NW (202)
337·0094

•

WASHINGTON
.
. MOVIES:

sr

'

.

•

-Silence of The Lambs (R) Fri.-Sun. -The Five Heartbeats (R) 4:40, 7:10,
2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45, 12:10'.
9:40, 12:l0'. Sat. and Sun. 2:10, 4:40,
-The Five Heartbeats (R) Fri.-Sun. 7:10, 9:40, 12:10•.
2:10. 4:40, 7:10, 9:40, 12'.
· -New Jack City (R) 5:30, 7:40; 9:50,
-The Grifters (R) Fri.-Sun. 2, 4: 15, 7, -ClassAction(R)Fri.-Sun. 2:05,4:35, · 12•. Sat. and Sun. 3:20, 5:30, 7:40,
7:05, 9:35, 12'.
9:50, 12•.
9:15, 11:25•.
-Iron And Silk \NR) Fri.-Sun. 2:05, -Teenage Mutanl Ninja Tunics II (PG) -The Pe·rfect Weapon (R) 5:30, 9:55,
No passes. 2,4:15, 7,9:15, 11:15•.
11:40•. Sat.and Sun. 5:30,9:55.
4:20, 7:05, 9:20, 11 :25'.
-Reversal of Fortune{R) 4:30, 7, 9:30,
---Ouilly By Suspfcion (PG-13) Fri.- All shows before 6· p.m . $3.25.
•Late show Fri. and Sat. onlv .
12•. Sal. and Sun. 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30, 12•.
Sun. 2:10,4:25, 7:10, 9:25. 11:30'.
-Goodfellas (R) 5, 8, I l '. Sat. and
-ludou(NR) Fri.·Sun. 2: 15, 4:30, 7: 15,
·CINEPLEX OD EON CIRCLE WEST Sun. 2:05, 5, 8, 11 '.
.
9:3o, 11 :Jo•.
-The G.odfather III (R) 5:15, 8:15,
-Mr. & Mrs. BridgC.(PG-13) Fri.-Sun . END 5.7
23rd and M streets NW (202) 452·9020 I I: 15'. Sat and Sun. 2: 15, 5: 15, 8: 15,
2:30, 5:30, 8:30, I 1:05'.
11:15'.
All shows before 6 p.m. 53 .25.
-Goodfellas (R) Fri.·Sun. 2, 5,8.
-King of New York (R) 5:25, 7:35,
•Late shows Fri. aqd Sat. onl~· CINEPLEX · ODEON DUPONT
CIRCLE
1350 19th St., N\v (202) 872·9555 ·

I

'

.

.

£'EA1' URING A STEP Pl~ESENTA'[ION BY THE "91" BROS
l' riuay, April 5t h fron1 10:00 - 4:00

-Career Opportunities (PG-13) Fri.- 9:4S, 11:55•. Sat.andSun.3:15,5:25,
Su,~. 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40.
> 7:35;9:45, I 1:55•.
-Reversalo!Fortune(R)Fri.·Sun.2:20, -The Doors (R) 7:15. Sat. and Sun.

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
JENIFER
5252 Wisconsin Ave. NW (202) 244.' ' 4:~0, 7:20, 9:50.
5703
·
All shows before 6 p.m . $3.25.

I

-Misery (R) Fri.·Sun. 2: 15, 4:45, 7: 15,
9:45.
-Kinderganen Cop (PG-13) Fri.-Sun .
2, 4:30, 7, 9:30.
All sho\\'S all Ii mes SI.
CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
MACARTHUR
4859 MacAnhur Blvd. NW (202) 3371700

-Reversal of Fortune (R) Fri.-Sun. 2:20,
4:50, 7:20, 9:50.
-The Long Walk Horne (PG) Fri.-Sun .

.
- "'"'•

.

CINE PL EX OD EON WISCONSIN
A VENUE CINEMAS
4000 \Visconsin Ave . NW (202) 24408r0
-perending Your Life (PG) Fri.-Sun.
2:q5, 4:35 , 1:05, 9:35, 12• .
-!=lass Action (R) Fti .·Sun. 2:25,
4 :~5. 7:25, 9:55,12:!0•.

--leenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 11 (PG)
Fri.-Sun. 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30. 12•.
-;rhe Hard Way (R) Fri.·Sun 2:15,
4:15, 7:15. 9:45, 12:10'.
-Silence of The Lambs (R) Fri.-Sun.

'' ""
'"

2:50, 7':15.
•Late show Fri. and Sat. onl)'

--- -

'

K·B STUDIO
4600 Wisconsin Ave., NW (202) 6861700

.
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J 8 ·ru l'arty/ 21 To Drink
I
$5.00 I

I

''
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.
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'

'.

-\Vhite Fang (PG) 5: JO, 7:20. Sat and
Sun. 3, 5: 10, 7:20.
-Nothing But Trouble (PG·l3) 5:40,
7:40, 9:40. Sat. and Sun. 3:40, 5:40,
7:40, 9:40.
-Ghost(PG· 13) 5, 7:30; 9:55. Sat. and
Sun. 2:25, 5, 7:30, 9:55.
-The Russia House (R) Fri.-Sun. 9:30.
All shows $1.75 all times.
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• 24 Hour Security System
• Secured Reserved Parking
Spaces Available
• Heating &: Cooling "
(Individually Controlled)
• Wall-To-Wall Carpeting

•••• •••

• Fully Equipped Kitchens

·······

• On-Site Laundry Facilities

MONDAY, APRIL 15, 1991
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• Great Views of DC
through Spacious Windows
•
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• Cable TV Available
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Lupus, the silent disease
By SHANNEN K. MURRELL
Hilltop St.air ReportM

·Nail usJ

Most people have heard of leukemia,
multiple sclerosis and muscular

dystrophy, but what about lupus

By YOLAINE THEZIER
( Hlltop Staff ReportBr

For decades, women have

subjcct~d

themselves to pain, embarassment, and
virtual bankruptcy in exchange for
· bCauty. The African.American wom~n
has especially gone togreat lengths Ito

change her natural appearance One pr

, the most common beauty trends On
.
'
Howard's campus is wearing acrylic

nail tips.
•

Wearing acrylic nails can be pain~ul
and very ex~ensive in addition to beiig
very attractive.
· The na il application can be
administered by a licensed manicur\st
or by an in~,ividual with .a little 1a19nt
and know·?iow. The nails _are matte
by gluing a plastic nail to the tip of the
nail bed, and filling it with a mixture ~f
acrylic power and acetone liquid wit~ a
fine brush. The mixture is allowed
several minu1es to dry and harden . 11 is
th~n filed with an ei::nory board into the
shape of a smooth natural nail. ·
It takes about of thirty minutes'- 10
complele 1ennails. Beauty sa lonsus~al l y
charge $55 for a set of nails. Students at
, Howard charge an average of $25 per
set. The nails require a fill-in of acrylic
every two weeks. as the natural nkil
grows. Salons charge $25 for fill-i1ns
while student rates are $15.
Nail lips can also be done with si lk.
linen, and fiber glass. No method has
been proven to more or l e~ healthy ~or
thehatural nail, although some me1hods
' more costly than others.
can be
Cathie Broady, a st udent at,Howard
· University, does nails in a salon as well
as in her private residence. BroadysaYs.
•
''problems occur when wo~en don't
keep their nails up. You have to get f~ll
ins at least every two weeks. If you
don't. the nails will lift. This allows

.

•

'

erythematosus? Surprisingly, lupus is
the more common of these diseases.
Over 500,000 people are afflicted with
the disease in the United States and 80
percent of it~ victims are black.
''I thought sickle c.ell was the disease
for black people to be cOncerned about,
but then I found out there was a disease
that affects black women particularly
(more than sick.le cell) ," said Andrea
Price, Vice President of Professional
Services of the Children's Hospital in
the District, who also happens to be
afflicted with the illness.
1
Lupus occurs when t~e immune
system,the body's defense against
invading organisms, turns against the
body. There are two types of lupus. The
first is discoid lupus, which is strictly a
skin disorder in the form of a rash on the
face . The second.and more serious, is
systemic lupuserythematosus(SLE), in
which the disease attacks body organs
like the kidney and the heart.
The cause of both remains a mystery,
but evidence points to genetic factors.
InsomecasesSLEhasbeenfoundwhere
there are traces of arthritis in the family .
SLE is called the .. great pretender''
because it takes many forms. Some of
the more common symptoms are fever,
skin rash, arthritis, or swollen joints,
arthralgia, or achy joints, and anemia.
Other less common symptoms vary from
kidney ailments to seizures.
Andrea Price was first diagnosed
I with lupus six years ago, while attending

I
Cynthia Johnson gets her nails manicured every 2 1/2 weeks to them looking nice.
water and moisture to get bcrn-·een the
acrylic and the natural nail. Any type of
moisture v. ill increase your chances of
getting a fungus or yeast grov.•ing on
vour nail bed."
Wearing acrylic nails fo'r long periods
of tin1e can also cause damage .
''Anything that you V.' ear on top of
your natural nail can be harn1ful," sa)'S
Broady. ;,I tell my clients 10 give their
nails a break fOr a while after wearing
acr) lic for six 10 nine months. When
you decide to remove the nails. do not
pry or bite 1hen1 off. This is both painful
and damaging to the nail. Soaking them
1

1

in pure acetone (\vhich can be purchased
at a beaut)' and barber supply store) will
loosen them enough to be removed."
Choosing a manicurist is an important
decision. A bad manicure can cause
damage to a person's nail .
A bad manicurist \Viii leave cuts and
burns around )'Our cuticles fron1 the
cmory board, apply thin layers of acr) lic
on the nail that allows clipping and
breakage v.•ithin the first week of a neW
set of nails, and not advise you on a
lei1gth of the nails that is suitable for
)'Our daily acti\'ities (i.e. !)'ping).
Though there arc some hazards to
1

\Vcaring acrylic nails.the results are
attractive and appealing to the customer.
··1·,,e been wearing acrylic nails for
four years,·· says Alicia Westbrooks, a
sCnior in the School of Communications.
··1 started getting them done in a beauty
shop, but for the past four months I've
been doing thCm myself. I started
\\.'caring nail tips because my real nails
were weak and hard to grow. Acrylic
nails have allowed my real nails to grow
long. I keep my nails filled-in every two
'''eeks. Without the a.crylic, my nails
,,;ould break. [enjoy wearing them ."

Ki.ditey
transplants
decrease
for blacks

Tulane Graduate School. Her only
symptom was an acid stomach.
''I couldn't keep food down. People
thought I was bulimic. I went to the
student health center and they told me it
was stress related." It was aot until later
that her condition worsened add other
possibilities arose. ''My joints ached so
bad I couldn't move. I thought it was .
juvenile arthritis.'' A resident of internal
medicine at Tulane Hospital finally
'
diagnosed
her as having SLE.
Because the cause of SLE is unknown,
there is not specific treatment for it.
However, steroids are nearly always
~sed tosuppressinflammation. Aspirin
is also widely used to control fever and
joint p,ain.
Th~ course of SLE is often erratic,
with symptoms tending to come and go.
The patient may go into remission, but
later the disease may flare up again.
This cycle can be repeated many
times. Patients in remission can be
weaned from medication and sti II remain
free frbm SLE activity.
''I've been off medication for 18
months. I'm to the point where I onry
see my doctor every four to six months,''
said Price.
Over half a million Americans have
SLE. !About S0,000 more come down
with it1each year and at least 5,0000 die
from il each year.
Ac.cording to the Lupus Foundation
of
rica, greatstrides have.been made ·
in the !prevention of disability and the
control of fetal complications from the
disease . Research c.entersareredoubling
their efforts in seeking new methods of
lupus treatment.
For more information on lupus,
contact the ~pus Foundation of Greater

Amf

Washington, Inc. (703) 660-6523 .

•

1

•

Loor1 0UT-Of"·THIS-W0Rt.D .

By CRYSTAL WHALEY
Hiiitop Staff Reporter

'

Blacks receive fewer kidney
transplants than whites, are less likely to
donate kidneys and do not recover as
well as whites after transplants,
according to a study by ·transplant
doctors.
According to the stud)' published in
January 's New England Journal of
Medicine, blacks are more likely 1han
whites to suffer from serious kidney
disease, requiring ei1her a lifetime of
kidney dialysis or a complete transplant.
''The relalive lack of black donors
maybe one important reason why blacks
receive fewer kidneys," said Dr. Martin
G. White, director of the s1udy for the
American Society of Transplanl
Physicians.
''Most of the organs are going to be
coming from the white popula1ion, and
fewer of them are going lo be v.•e/1matched for Ihe bla:Ck population,., siicf
Dr. White.
The study indicated that the survi~al
rate of transplanted organs ii abou-tJ,O
percent lower in blacks lhan in whit s.
White and his colleagues speculatbd
that socioeconomic factors also plaY a
role in the transplant discrepancies in
black and white patients.
According to White, disadvantaged
blacks may be less likely than whites·to
carry adequate insurance that will cover
the costs of transplants.
''Many of the problems noled in 1he
study have been known for some time,
but this is lhe first time that a
comprehensive revie ,ii looking into all
of the issues has been put together in one
piece," said White.
Dr. Clive Callender, director of lhe
transplant centCr at Howard University

see KIDNEY, page 4
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razy . Out-of-control . Go wild
ov•r one-of-a-kind warejl ' from the
unu•ual to ou t -o f -t hi• - w

Pfe•se send me lnfonn•tlon on the Co••t Gu•rd Officer C•ndld•t• School

we've got the be•t of what

rid. Be c au•e

t ~e

world ha.

to o ffer . Nothing tame . Two hour• free
par~ing with proQf of $ 10 pur c ha•e .
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Hi-Five

continued from page Bl
continued from page 83
Hospital, said his research has found at the ''blaxploitation'' the film industry
several reasons for the shortage of has induced for decades. However, one
donations.
. thing about Heartbeats is clear: Robert
Among the reasons are the Jack of Townsend is creating a ''New
awareness of 1ransplants among blacks, Hollywood'', a black attack, if you will,
religious misgivings concerning of undiscovered on and off-saecn talent .
donations and distrust of the medical The number of films with a predominant
s)'s1cm.
number of black actors is too few and far
Callender sa}'S experimental between, says Townsend.
communily educalion project has
''One film with minorities comes out
increased knowledge of transplantation a year,'' he explains, ''and if you [as an
and organ donation among blacks in actorJ miss that film, then you don 't
Washington, 0.C.
work. This 'II be the first time these
''When you take the message to the gentlemen [in the film] have been
black community wi1!l a sensitive and/ exposed to show what they can really
or appropriate messenger, the black do.''
community will buy into it and become
Although not widely discussed in
a pan of the solution;· said Dr. Callender. the film, Townsend briefly, yet poigantly
Or . Charles Johnson. president of the touches upon the ensuing controversy
National Medical Association, an of bl3.cks ''crossing over'' in the colororganization of black physicians, said conscious world of entertainment. ''We
that the high incidence of kidney disease as actors really don't have any desire to
in blacks occurs because disadvantaged crossover. We want 10 create,'' Wright
blacks -Oo not get treatment for high says regally. ''We're not about making
blood pressure, which leads to kidney films for black people or makin_g films
disease.
'
for white people. We 're about
transcending that .....
Dr. Da,•id Sutherland, president of
A 1houghful , concerned look
the American Society of Transplant overca's ts Townsend's countenance .
Surgeons. emphasized that the ''People ask me who this film is for," he
inequalities were not due to the inlentions interjects softly. ''The same people who
of the surgcons_and others in\'olved in wenl to see The Godfather, the same
transplants.
people who went to see Fatal

continued from page B1
charts at the same time. That is a rarity
for even the more established artists.
The music mixes the teeny bopper,
popcorn ·sound with a new jack sound
appeal influenced by Teddy Riley-

clean and funky . The album is not
provocative like the music of Bell Biv
De,1oc (BBD} or Another Bad Creation
(a group founded by Michael Bivens of

BBD). The music as well as the image is
clean cul~ Alt. American image similar
10 that of New Edi1ion or The Jackson
Fi\ C .
1

''The company (Jive) wanted
something different from the boys of the
new generation, '' said Neal . So the All ·
, American image of blue jeans. tee1nage
fun and problems, was crea!cd for the
group-- which in essence has mu¢h to
offer R&B, rap and pop listeners.
The most recent release from !he
album is a soft ballad entitled ··1 Can't
Wail Another Minu1e:· which a )'O,ung
boy is in love wih a young girl who is
afraid to return her IO\'e for him to him .
According to Neal, the cut has already
hit the airwacs and is moving quickly up
the charts.

••

Townsend

A1though the group is on the roa~ at
this time, they are treated like any.01hcr
'
.
teenager in America. They are tutored 1n
math, science; history ever~' moi:nipg
before they start their day off running
around doing interviews and singing lat>

Hilltop reporter Karen Good with the stars of the movie The Five Haartbaata at N.Y. premiere.
Attraction. To me, it's really about the
work. because this film could've been
about any group.'' Minus a couple of
scenes, Townsend Cxplained,·this script
could have featured Scan Penn as' Eddie'
and Robert OiNeroas 'Big Red .' ''What
I' m· saying," he continues."is that i1'll
be juSt as strong, just as incredible ...
Maybe so, but Heartbeats
has
received mixed reviews. AfterShuffle,
several critcs have shoved Townsend
into a comedic filmmaking rut. where
his

dramaticlleartbeats simply has no place.
He seems unwavcred at ''professional"
critical analyses, placing the common
folk as his most severe reviewers.
''People ask me." he says. ''if I' m
scared of what !he critics are gonna say
about my film. But it's the people. I'll
walk down the s1reet and if the movie's
bad. somebody'l l go. 'Yo man. I saw
your movie . Wha1's up with that?' But
if it's good they'll say, ''YO MAN!
Luttlc Duck hurt me! Hurt me!' I 'll
know right away how they feel. and I

'-

ANNOUNCING

J\i'EW SUM?.IlT MEDICAJ.. CENTER
"HABLAMOS ESPANOL"
',
•

··So we can rela1e to teenage life and it
.
.
comes ou11n our music.
,

'

.

-

e FAMILY

y.•it~

. In June. Hi -Five will be touring
BBD during the Budweiser Supcrfcs
''It 's an honor to be on the rosier. " sai
Neal. So their dream of reaching a level
comparable to New Edition. is a Ire ad}'
reality. We hope that •·one day someone
will compare another group to Hi -fj\·e. ''

aJ

•

'

1

•Sexually Tran!;m·r.cd

PLANNING

•Herpes•Aid~ .:

.

A CALL

M-F SAM - 6PM
SAT 7:30 AM - 3:30 PM
•
1630 EUCLID ST N.W
(CORNER OF EUCLID & 16TH ST. NW)

FOR PROGRAMS

..

faraway. Un ti I then. Hi-Five IO\'ers" ill
have to find a way to ''handle '' the
funkiness of their music that reeks of
unique style and an All-American
appeal!

9r

I·

co~certs. '>-we ha\'e a curfey. like e\·er~·
other teenager in America.·· sa~·s Neal .

said Neal. That day does not seem too

n:iake movies for tl)at audience .
•••I really liked your portrayal when
he jumped out the Window and killed
himself,··· jokes Townsend, imitating a
nasal movie critic. '''It really worked
for me. I give it thumbs up.' I feel a lot
of times there's movies that win awards
that I didn't understand. and then you
tLk to the public and they say 'I didn't
understand it.' But 20 people that write
f papers or something like that say 'we
like it.' lt'sneverthe people and I lhinlc.
movies are for the public."

Disca~~s

:....:.; •; ,11amydia

•CONTRACEPTIVES
•Sonograms•Pregnancy Testing

•SERVICES STRICTLY CONFIOENTl .... L

•Counseling

•t.-1AJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED

•Full Gynecology Services

•MOST lNSUFl.ANCE ACCEPTED

1

'

•

'• '• '•

.

•GeNERAL PRACTICE

Di8 . your
BY APPOltiTMENT

I

•

337-7200
CR

296-1661

recognized

student

'

organization deliver an outstanding
program this year?. If so, your group
could be honored at the president's
annual awards program. Submit your
including
package
.program
obj~ctives,

number of people
reached, advertisement, planning
and dates, cost, and final report to the
,•

*
l!v
~·
7"'"'--

'~

Office of Student Activities, Room
117 of the Blackburn Center, by 12
noon Friday, April 19.1991.
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ART DIRECTION BY B. GARETH NEELY
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(below) Tamara Gamble is wearing a short
one piece body-suit with sheer polka dot sleeves.

(below) Melanie Carroll and Tiffany Alll:ln
model daring one piece body-suits
accented by wired rings and fringes.
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(above) Rhonda Smith
hown in a black formfitting dress with lace sleeves.

,
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• photography by .!JfJINi!@:S !JJ®Ordl<JIJfJ

photography by .!JIJINii@~ ilJ®Uitl<J1'1

IMAGES is a fashion layout produced by Howard University students
In an effort to display their talents and showcase the clothing of one
of the District's Top Ten Black-owned businesses, Toast and Strawberries.
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Black athlete's
forum at Howard

Moultrie
stands
the test
of time

Hilltop SU.fr Reporler

problems facing the black athlete, with

By DAMON DOZIER

There is a giant in the midst of us here
at Howard University. and many of us
do not know who it is. His name is . 1992 Olympic track coach,Wllllam P. Moultrie, gives Instruction
William P. Moultrie, and he is the head
' Moultrie also served as the Athletic and Joe DeLoach to gold and silver
track coach at Howard.
Director at Howard. a position he held medals. respectively, in the 200 mcler
from early 1986. to December of 1990. dash. He was also the U.S. coach al the
''Coa~h '' Moultrie graduated front
During his tenure at the ··Mecca•·, World In.poor Track and Field
Texas Southern University in Houston. Mo ultrie has had eight track and field Championships held at Budapest,
Texas with a B. A.~ Physical EduCation, athletes qualify for the Olympic Trials, Hungary in 1989.
and some time later. he became an and four of those athletes went on to
Moultrie believes his mission here
assistant track and football coach at corripete in the Olympic Games.
at Howard is to ''afford them fhis track
S1anfOrd University in 1968. He was the
In addition. 73 athletes have been and field athletes] the opportunity not
first black to hoi·d any coaching post at . awarded All · American status while he only to compete, but also to graduate ."
Stanford University. and while coaching has been coaching the track team . He is especially proud of the fact that all
there, the football team went to two. Moultrie believes that son1e athletes of his All-Arncric i n athletes have
Rose Bowls.
currently o n the team have a chance to graduated from school- a one hundred
After he left Stanford in 1973. con1pete in the Olympic Games.
percent graduation rate. Even when he
Moultrie came to Howard and was hired
. Mollltrie ha.'\ been a part of the Uni1cd waS Stanford, over 80 black studentas the head track coach. and as an Stat es Ol y n1pi c Trac k and Fi e ld athietes graduated on time.
•
assistant football coach. His reason for Developn1ent Commiltce since 1978.
coming to Howard. Moultrie stated. ·'was :and in. 1992. at Barcelona, Spain ,
. His greatesl asset, in his eyes, is the
for-the opportunity to give back to the Moultrie \Viii coach select athletes on ability to be fair and hold a certain
black communit y:· and help young the United S1a1es track tean1 . In 1984. degree of honesty and integrity 1n all
people as he had been helped in Texas . Moultrie coached Olyn1pians Carl Le\vis situations. He believes s1udent-athletes

•

•

PHOTO SY KEVIN LEE

to K_eba Gordon
at Howard are not given enough credit
as far as their academic pursuits are
concerned. He is thankful to his athletes
for helping him achieve the status that
he holds in the track community.
Domestic pursuits are not the only
area in which Moultrie exercises his
expertise . He recently traveled to
Uganda as an appointee of the U. S.
State Department to help revive
Uganda's track and field program . His
coaching techniques were praised not
only by the other coaches involved, but
by top Ugandan officials as well.

•

Hilltop Staff Reportflf

If Washington D.C. can attract as
many people as Miami Florida did to
their recent two game series. the District
will further show the National League
Baseball Expansion Committee that the
city is possibly ready for an expansion
baseball team.
Baseball will come back to D.C. this
Saturday and Sunday as the Orioles host
the Boston Red Sox in an annual 1
exhibition at R.F.K. Stadium.
Miami drew 125.193 for a two game
exhibition series between the Baltimore
Orioles and the New York Yankees on
March 30and 31 at Joe Robbie Stadium.
The crowd of 67,654 was an all-time
record for an spring training game.

The largest crowd to' see a spring
training gan1c in D.C. was the 45 ,614
fora game between the New York Mets
and the Philadelphia Phillies in 1987.
Local sports authorities think that a
two game total of between 70.000 to
80,000 people would boost even further
D.C. 's chances of landing an expansion
team .
The Expansion Con1mittcc had the
chance to tour R.F.K. Stadium and
Washington D.C. on March 25 and
chairman John Danforth told reporters.
''We can ' t tl1ink of a11 y niajor negatives.··.
The comn1ittee also said that the
departure of the previo us Washington
franchi se i11 1971, and the rela1ive
c loseness of the Baltin1ore Orioles will
not be factor against the city.
''l ' n1 a happy boy," said Jol1n Akridge ,
Who beads the D.C. prospec tive

ownership grq 11p (Metropolitan
Washington Baseball). ''I think we made
real progress toward our goal of being in
front at the tape ."
Six other citieS: Miami, Orlando.
Tampa-St. Petersburg, D.C., Buffalo,
and Denver arc in the running and have
been visited by the Expansion
Comn1ittee.
In order for D.C. to land a team several
things need to happen. The financial
support by the D.C . government and
Mayor Sharon Pratt Dixon should
continued . A good season ticket deposit
drive is needed .
Washington D.C. does have sorrie
positive to offer the committee: D.C. is
the nation 's seventh largest media
market . and has the highest population
ba~e (3 .7 million) of any competing
city, has subwa)' access, unlike the

The third annual ''Black Athletes in
America Forum'' will take place today
and tomorrow at the west campus and
Blackbum Center.
The theme for this year's conference
•
is ''Setting the Standards for Reform''
and is sponsored by the Nike
Corporation.
Panels of discuS&ion will feature
speakers: Jerry 1Tarkanian, basketball
coach at UNLV; Clarence ''Big House''
Gaines, basketball coach at WinstonSalem State; Charlie Neal, sports director
at BET Television; Bernadette Locke,
assistant basketball coach at the
Universit}' of Kentucky.
Two panels, "Economics and the
Black Athlete," and "The Role of the
Media, " will be held on Friday on the
-West Campus, in the Law School starting
at I p.m ..

Three panels, "The Future of Black
College Sports," " Blacks in NonTraditional Sports," and "The Black

Athlete in College," will be held
William P. Moultrie is indeed a
hidden surprise at Howard and
throughout all of his accolades and
awards. he has managed to stay humble
and he attributes his success to the
''blessings of his Lord and Saviour.''

Saturday.startingat 9 a.m. atBlackbum
Center.
Charles Ferrell. co-producer, said the
purpose of the Forum is, ''to extend
what can only be considered the limited
dialogue concerning the black athlete in

sports being a microcosm of society, we
can resolve some of these problems, not
only as they relate to the black athlete,
but to black society _in general."
At last year's forum._ a national
initiative to combat racism through
sports was announced. This year, the
inaugural Spirit Award will be presented.
The award will be given annually to
the person who most exemplifies and
demonstrates ·dedication to the cause of
the black athlete in America. Nominees
for the award include John Thompson,

Arthur Ashe, Richard Lapchick, Harry
Edwards, Julius Erving and Eddie
Robinson .
''Ours is a people forum," said the
Forum 's other co-producer, Lee
McElroy, current athletic director at
California State University, Sacramento.
''We try to get people involved at all
levels, but we ' re particularly interested
in reaching our youth and convincing
them that a good education is going to _
provide them with more prolonged
success than dribbling a basketball or
carrying a football.
"We are really pleased to be back at
Howard University for the third straight
year," said Farrell.
The Forum is open to the public, and
is free of charge.

~--=======~=======================-

Exhibition baseball returns to D. C.
By CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR'

America and the myriad of problems
facing him or her. It i~ our belief that if
we can openly and honestly discuss

By CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR

others, the highest median income in the
U.S., and has· the $95 million dollar
expansion fee upfront (three other cities
are having financial problems).
The negatives against the prospective
ownership group arc : the loss of two
baseball teams, and the close proximity
of the Baltimore Orioles--50 miles--after
their new stadium is finished in 1992.
The franchise winners are expected lo
be announced at a owners meeting June
12-13 in Los Angeles. The Miami bid,
led by Blockbuster rental store owner
Wayne Huizenga has to be considered
the front runner, and D.C. has a good
chance for the other.
''We are in the hunt," said Akridge ... "I
think we . advanced our cause
significantly in relation to evef)·body
e lse."

law School / LSAT

LSAT • 416 , 418, 4/11 , 4/17
GMAT • 4/9,4115,4116
GRE-4110

\\'e '\l sho"' ~·ou h.:i" Stan!<)· H Kaplan
can help ~·o u score high vn th e LSAT
and 1ake \'Ou 1hrough the 1ntr1 cat1cs of
the la"' :.ehool appl1ca11on p rl1cess

MBA/ GMAT
D1sc0\·er ho"' Stanlr\ H "3plan can
hcip ~·ou score your bcs1 on the G~ IAT
and lo..-,k \'our best on \'our busine~s
school appl1ca11on '

Graduate School / GRE
Lea rn ho" Stan]e\ H Kapla n can
get )'OU 3 top-score on the GRE and
help ' 'O U 10 srleci 1h(' nghc graduate
school fo r your field of stud)·

Enroll at the semiQar and
receive a discount otf the
tuition I

Call .!Js Today
To Reserve A Seat.
\V.ash . DC
Berhcsda

(JO I ) 770·3444

No VA

(703 ) 352-TEST

( 202 ) 244·1456

ISll\NlEY H. KAPUN

&

Take Kaplan OrTakt '\Our Ou. .ccs

Volksmarching: A new and exciting sport
"People walking" sport features bicycling swimming and cross-country skiing
By JOHANNA WILSON
Hlfttop Staff Reporter

,

Walking, bicycling, swimming, and
cross-cOuntry skiing are all a part of a
new and exciting sport called
Volksmarching.
Volksmarching, which mea{ls ''people
walking," was started by four c'o untries
as a rCaction against people participating
in weekend runs without conditioning
themselves.
After some people died in these
running events, the countries of
Germany, Austria , Switzerland, and
Liechtenstein started the Volksmarch in
1968 in Germany .
However, Volksmarching did not get
started in the United States until· June
1976 in a small Texas town called
Fredricksburg.
Unlike marathons or walk-a-thens,
the Volksmarch is family-oriented event
which does not place emphasis on
competition , but~~~s emphasis on the
individuals com~g the event.
''It's not unusual to see parents pushing
baby strollers at 1he march. " said Dr.
Charlen~ Agne-Traub, an instructor at
Howard who has participated in the
march numerous of times and serves as
historian for the American Volksmarch
Association,.
The Volksrnarch arc a minimum of
6.2 miles and arc held year around.
Agne-Traub, who has coordinated and
workedw:ith the Volksmarch for several
years, encourages · her students to
participate in the march for a change of
scenery and extra credit.
Janie Meyers, a senior Education

major. participated in the march for extra
credit , but decided to participate
regularly .
Meye~s first parti cipated in the
Volksmarch in the spring of 1989.

''I thought that the Volksmarch was
unique because there was no sec pace for
the walking. While walking. I stopped
bysomeofthemany shop and browsed,"
Meyers said. .i.
The Volksmarch are held year around
and nationwide.

However, Meyers''volksmarched'' in
Alexandria, Virgiqia, and had the
pleasure of visiting Little German World,
and old world speciality shop that has
authentic German gift items available
for sale to the volksmarchers ..
According to Agne-Traub, one of the
most prominent advantages of the
Volksmarch is that it is held year around.
''If you miss a march held in Virginia,
you could go practically anywhere else
in the United States and participate in

The Ladies of ALPHA CHAPTER
DELTA SIGMA THETA Sorority, INC.

anothervolksmarch, ··Agne-Traub said.
'' I would recommend the Volksmarch
to Howardstude_nts because it gives you
a change of scenery. and its go,od
exercise," Meyers said.
According to Agne-Traub, the
Volksmarch is for anyone who enjoys
the great outdoors.
Yet, the highlight of the Volksmarch
is that everyone's a winner.
After completing the march,
individuals can purchase an reward for
$5 , if they wish to do so.

In the tradition of
DELTA WEEK
present

,' 'Broadening Our Horizons''
•

Sunday, April 7, 1991
1O am ~ 4 pm Bone Marrow Campaign
CALL TO CHAPEL
f0< Jocelyn, age 6
Rankin Memorial Chapel
Ground Floor Blackburn Center
Guest Speaker:Dr. Harry Wright
6:30 pm ~African-American Students
Pastor, Cornerstone Baptist Church
Coping with Low Sett-Esteem'
Brooklyn, NY
Schoot bf Bustness Room 216

· SUNRISE
AFRICAN
ROUNDTRIPS!
l.AJS~N

FRAN

LONDON
PAR!S

s 303"
430

641 FLORIDA AVENUE, N.W.

STOCKHOLM/OSLO

620
620

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001

RIO/SAO PAULO

745

TOKYO
HONG KONG

808

COPENHAGEN

BANGKOK

Guest Speaker: llf. Peter Pliitlips

GIF·1· SHOP

510

920
1007

• fll11•t1 Worldwide
•Low.Cod OM-W;JJ Far• Avallable
• fkill•dable, Fle1ibl1,c•a•geible
• EuraU/HOll•I Pa1u1, 10 C11d1
•Some ft111flcllo11 May Apply
•~I: klr ffM •ot•1111
•Depart• New York
f ms slAljed to chloge W!f~Ll nolict.
Yalid M- Thu, weekend surchlrge aw lies.
·ru-Wed anly Add s16 la•

17 Easl 45th Street
, New Yott:, NY 10017

-

(202) 797.7753

''The Cultural
Education Center''
BOOKS - GIFTS
AFRICAN CLOTHING
/Oo/o discount to General Public

15 % disct>unt to all Students with I. D.

Monday, April 8. 1991
INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS
Thursd41y, April 11, 1991
ANO INVOLVEMENT
POLITICAL AWARENESS
10 am - 4pm Ground Aoor
AND INVO~VEMENT
Blackbum Center
10 am - 4 pm Voter Registration Drive
11 am - 3 pm Fish ; Wlngs & Tings,
'&nd Letter Wtltting Campaign
Hilltop Lounge
for Rodney Glenn King
6 pm •Hands Across the Diaspora•:
(S..othef In Cal~omia)
How To Bridge the Gap
Ground Floor Blackbum Center
School of Bus: Auditorium
8:30 pm "African-Americans and
Tuosday,April91 1991
EDUCATIONAL' DEVELOPMENT
10 am - 4 pm Ground Floor
Blackbum Center
6 pm ·is the Black Male an
Endangered Species?"
School of Bus. Auditorium
Guest Speaker:
Dr. Yvonne Gregory
•

Wednesday, April 10. 1991
MENTAL AND PHYSICAL
HEALTH AWARENESS

Md . & )la. Residents Call: (202) 797.7753

'

the Conatltution"
Sc:llool ol)BuSiness Room 216
Friday,~ 12, 1991

ECONOUIC DEVELOPMENT

10 om· 4 pm "Support a Black Business· '
Ground Floor Blackbum Center
8 pm Georgia Avenue Cafe
Saturday, April 13, 1991
CULTURAL ARTS AND LETTERS

-Youth Program

'

•

•

,

t

•
•

•
'

'
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ILLT ·p 1cs
HAPPENINGS

Election of new officers will be held

PREREGISTER BY FRIDAY, APRIL

April 10. I 9915:30p.m. Room 148-150

12. 1991 at the Ce nt er for ire
professional Education Founders
Libraf)'. Rooin 336 Howa rd Universit)'

Blackburn .

ADvance Team n1eeting and elections
Wednesday al 6 p.n1 , in C-244. CllP.

E~on.

Society happy hour today al

School of Comn1unications comn1itlee

J

•

posi1ions available for 1991-92 student
council. Pick-up application 1n

"AFRICAN-AME RICAN WOMEN
\VRITERS INTH E2 1ST CENTU RY "

counselor's office b~' Wednesday .

is the subject of the English Dept's
Annual Bi1rch Lecture. Dr. Trt1dier
Harris of UNC Chape l Hill will speak in

DAY TRIP TO NEW YORK CITY
April 13.1991. 30 Round trip. Junior
202 466-1641.
•

TEXAS BREW-1')-0UE Sa1ur~ay,
April 6. 1991. 125 W St. NW (qe'"r
Ca rver Hall) $3 charge 5:30 p.m.

Liberal Arts Student Counc il Essa)'
Contes! winners annou nted Wcd nesda)'.

Rooms available imn1ediatel yin Historic
Le Oro it Park. Spacious newly renovated
roon1s located on Ho,vard University
can1pus. Desire nlature stable students

'

FREE. Recep1ion follows.

'

Con1e a11d see Mark Lan1ont Stevens.
baritone singer. Mr. HenT) 'sN ight Club

The Advance Team ~feeling. April
10, 1991 6:00pm. Rn1. C·244, CBP.

1836 Colun1bia Rd. NW. Tues. Wed.

All ntembers are urged to attend

1

The Alp_ha Swee1he:1r1 Court presents a
Bus trip to Busch Gardens Amusen1ent

Park. Sunday. April 21. 1991 $35. C:ill
466-1641.
•

•

The International Fraiernil)' of , Delta
Sign1a Pi \\'iii be sponsbring a food tl
clothing dri\' C, April 13-18 in the
follo\\'ing dorn1itories:
The Quad. Bethune. and ~1eridian.

,,

The l11\erna1io11al Fraternit~' of Delt:'t
Sign1a .pj presents: Starting a Fan1il)'
and ~o,·ing up the Corporate Ladder.
For more details please refer to the Del ta
Sigma Pi bulletin board in the SB.
1'he lniernational Fraternit\' of Della
Sign1a Pi \\' iii be spo11soring a Bake Sale
on April 10. For n1ore details please
refer lo the Della Sign1a Pi bulletin board
in the SB.
l11diana State Association meeting 04/

09/91 5:"00 DGH 138

Elec1ions for

officers. Refreshn1e~ scr\•ed.

A TIENTlON : The Ho\\'ard Universit)'
Showtin1e Marching Band will be
recruiting April 8- 1 l front 10 a.n1.-3
p.m. on the ground floor of Blackburn .
All interested arc encouraged to attend.
Also, all persons interested in tr)•ing out
for the drum section should sign up
during recruitn1ent . ATTENTION:
Drum n1ajor and auxiliary try-outs for
1991 season is as follows: Drunl niajorApril 10. 1991 6:00 p.m. Dancers and

'

ladies shou ld contact ~r. Lee in the
basen1ent of Fine Arts a week before
audition dates.

SPRING AND SUMMER POSITIONS
AVAJIABLE CALLMIKE-2026677814.

GrOO\'C Phi Groo\•e Social Fello\\'ship
Inc . sponsors a job search and
intef\ ie\\'ing \\'Orkshop seminar. It's
aln1ost 1in1e!
1

CruiseSh ipJobs HIRING Men-Women .
Sun1n1er/ Year
Round .

Attention PRSSA n1en1bers : anyone
interested in attending dislricts . Please
contact Rochelle 7·8 9-8153 before April

PHOTOGRAPHERS. TOUR Gl.ilDES.
RECREATION
PERSONNEL.
Excellent pa~ plus FREE tra,·e\ .
Caribbean, Ha,,·aii. Bahamas. South
Pacific. f\..fcxico. CALL NOW.! Call

10.
An)'OncJntcrestcd i11 running for 91 -92
PRSSA officers please ca ll Rochelle

refundable 1-206· 736- 7000. Ex!.
600N2.

789-8153.

\\lisconsinite:;.! The Wisconsin Cltib
n1eets e\'eT)' Wednesda\' :i p . n1 .•
Blackburn Auditorium.
·
Thon1as B. S n1ith ~1 icrobiolog)' Socict)'
n1eets .. .E\·cr)· Monda)' at 5:00!
All Health Professions Club Men1bt:rs ?

JOBS

ACTIVlSTS Student Opportunities
A\'ai lable \Ve ha\'e 30-40 entry level
positions open to concerned articulalc
environ{Tlentalists or motivated hard
\\'orking fa sl learners. Work afte r class
ful l or par I tinle . Learn abou t the issues.
earn your rent money and have fun
making son1e \\'aves. Do }'OUT part 10
slop tropica l deforestation. acid rain.
nuclear and toxics production.Work to
promote sa fe, ecologica ll y sound
alternatives. FULL OR PART TIME

flags-April 17-18. 19916:00p.n1 . All

SELF - ~IOTIVATED

WE NEED

A Pren1cdical Scn1inar Series sponsored
by National Medical Fellowships, Inc.
of Ne\v York City. HO\\'ard University
College of Medicine. anc1 ~IO\\' ard
Uni-.:crsit)' Ccnicr fur Pre-professio nal
Ed uca1i o n. Roon1 ll -5 College of
~·1cdicinc 9:00 a .m. to 4 :00 p.m .
Saturday,
April
20.
1991

Pool.cable, CAC, W?D, Pkg. Rent $325

Wanted! President, Vice Presiden t

Secratary and Treasurer to run
advertising club. Must be energetic.
creative, and willing to Work as a team!
All interested please apply at:

Rankin Chapel Thursday. 4/ 11. al 4 p.n1.

Fen1ale needed to share 3BR. 2BA
luxury townhouse in/SW for sumnier .

+ 1/3 utils. ca ll Melanie 202 479-0292.

TEXAS CLUB MEETING Tuesda\'.

April 9. 1991 Blackburn Rn1 150 6 p.n1.
Elections!

HOUSING

4/ 10.

9:00 p.m. spread the ne\\'S.

)

5 p.nt. Applications in l.ASC offiCc.

202 806-7231/32.

Joplin's at Howard lnn 4 -7 p.n1.

STUDENTS Earn up to S 10/hr. ~1arke1
crcdi I cards on can1pt1s. Fie xible hours.
Only 10 positions available. Cal l No,~·

l-800·950-8472 ext. 20.
liberal Arts Student Counci l seeks
Ad min istrati \ 'C Assistant dead Iinc, 4 11
•

•

Lightbulb, l feel like a sword and
spear ...... Groove is NICE!!! Thanks a
lot -from us a1l . Quiet Storm.

PERSONALS
Golden Boy, Coltrane ... Dinner ...
Wine ... Got the time ? Foot Doctor.
Mrs . Ayers, Dr. Barbee, Mr . Sherard,
The New York trip would not ~ave been
possible wit h ou t your unending
assistan·cc, suggestions, and contacts.
Thank you for helping us make the trip
a reality. The Finance Club.

MICHELLE TAYLO R, You made this
call o 202 882-8620.
school year the best year ever for The
Finance Club. As president of The
COMPLETELY FURNIS HED APT. Finance C lub, you did more that anyone
TO SHARE near public trans. Fen1ale could have asked . For The Finance
s1uden1s only, $280 mo . Call 301 699- C lub, you call ed in sick to wo rk, s t ~ed
8847.
up through the night, cajoled companies
for money, and motivated the students .
Call now to rent room starting April o r your hard work, dedication, and
May forsumn1cr. or for fall se mester. 2- pcrscvcrancedcfinitcly paid off. Thanks
3 roon1s available, 5 blocks to can1pus. to you, the trip was wonderful and we
Nicely furnished large, clean and want to do it again next year!! Thank
con1fortable roon1 s (one with private• you for everything! The Finance Club.
porch). Furnishings include large desk
and full carpel. New W&D and ALLURE, COM ING SOON ...
niicrowave to share in ne\\'\y renovaled THE HOUSE OF "A.B.'' RETURNS .
3BR townhouse. Bu s at corner. 6 blocks
' Apollo?
fron1 R.l. A\•e. Metro. $345 utilities Ever dreamed of going to the
included. 202 232-1127.
Well here 's you r big chance! Final
auditions for the Spring Black Arts
Reserve your roon1 for .sumnler and/o r Festival arc Tues'. . April 9 at 7:00 p.m.
fall se mester 'NOW!! 2-5 roo m s Locke 105.
av;1ilable in 3 hoµses in \\'alking distance
of HO\\'a rd . $275-3 7 5 utilities included . Mr. Valentine, Remember, I will never
Call Bea Carey 202 291-1480.
judge you, until I've walked a mile in
your shoes. And thanx for staying in my
T\\'O large bedroon1 house, recent!)'
garden to shine on my flowers . I would
renO\'ated skylight , big close t, \vall to have withered without you. I love you
\Vall carpeting $875 plus utility. 301
and things will get better! (They can ' t
681-3897.
get any worse!) Love, me .

Let's Play House,

Happy belated

birthday, you ' re legal now!!!
You!!! Let 's Pretend .

l Love

Congratulations Sp 91! You ' re right .
e're a new generation!

f

To all of my line well l.T. sisters. God
Bless and Thanks for understanding

4A91.
Sp 91 #1-10 well we made it . The new
generation of Z phi Bis proud and h~re
tb stay!
Thanks to a11 of Alpha Chapter! We
made l .T. Wo rk and we ' re sorors to the
end. Meow!
Can I have some Noodles???
To Chinaman, Thanx fo r everything
you've been there for me all the time . I
don ' t know what it would be without
you now. You have only a few steps left
~efore you enter ''The Ghost Box ." Do
you want to enter? Love, Sugar.
Hey Bill! Guess what? This is my one
big oppo rtun ity to relate a message to
you openly and unknowingly. You '!!be
leaving soon and I wanna know ... where's
my money AND can you come out and
play? Tonight? Pookie.
Happy Birthday, To Lea B. From the
EW Posse. Have a great one .

Happy Birthday Ras! 4-09
Love, Oneita

One large bedroom. nice neighborhood.
large Jiving room washer/dt)'Ct. $450.

30 1 681 -3897
Roon1s for rent, Har\ ard & Georgia
A\'C. Arca. t\1o dernizcd 2 baths. large
kit ., d l\v, \\'/ d. mic. $265-$350 includes
all ca\1 ·462-7456.
c
1

Off can1pus housing rooms for rent,
n1onthl}' rates. House and apt: to share
app . fee: SIS Roon1s arc fron1 $285 $335, contact Mr. Bradlc,· 202 832-

Anika Tene Collins, I know you ' re
read ing the Hilltopics . So here 's one
just pour vous! Merci fo r being mon
amie. Vous etez true blu. Ha. Ha, Ha.
Guess \\'hat , Jc t'adore! Au Revoir . T .
Michelle.

THE JB 'S ARE BACK! ALL YOU
SEXY WOMEN KNOW THE
ROOM NUMBER, AND THE JOB
QUALIFICATIONS!!

Special Thanks to Metamorphasis ,
Marco Polo, and Nights talke r. To my
''sweeties''-lo':e you all . A special
shou t goes out to Dean, Huggiebear,
and all of the beautiful gems. GROOVE
is in the heart. Quiet Storm.

6341.

Advertise
•

in

.The Hilltop
Call 806-6868
•

If :·<iL1 th<111gl1t tl1at tl11di11g a colcir ~laci11t<isl1'
s:·ste111 \.(JLl C(JLiicl ;tfforcl 1\·as just a Llre:u11, tl1e11 tl1e
11e\\; afforclalJle Maci11tosl1 LC is a clre:u11 c<i111e trL1e.
TI1e ~laci11t<Jsl1 LC is 1icl1 i11 color. L'rilike 111:u1\·
co1111JL1ters tl1at cai1 Llis1Jla:·<J11I:·16 c'<Jl<irs at 011ce, tl1e
;\laci11t<Jsl1 LC exrl<U1CL5 :"()Lii' Jl<tlette tll 256 (()\(Jl"S. It
also conies \I itl1 a 111icro1Jl1011e :u1d 11e1\· s<iu11cl i11jlLll
tecl111olog:: tl1at let'i \"llLl 1-iers<J11alize :'l>Llr \\'Ork ll:
addi11g \'Oice <Jr (Jtl1er soL111cL'i.
Like e\•e11·• i'vl:.1ci11t<Jsl1
cci1111JL1ter, tl1e LC is e<L'i\' t<J
set LIJl ai1d eas:·t<J 111:1Ster.
And it runs tl1ol1S<u1cls <Jf
a\'ailable a1Jp!icatio11s tl1at
all \\'(Jrk in tl1e s;1n1e.
co11s1ste11t \\'a\·- so once

'

:'llLt'\•e leai11ed 011e prograi11, )·ou·re \\'ell on )'Olir wa)'
tll le;mli11g tl1e111 all. The Maci11tosh LC e\'e11 lets )'OLI
sl1;u·e irif<ir111atilJt1 "'id1 so111eo11e wl10 L1ses a differe11t
t)lle of co1111)uter-tl1ailks to the \ ecsatile Apple'
5Lq1er0ti\·e7\1·l1icl1 c:m read fro111 and \I rite to
Maci11tosl1, N\5-005, 05; 2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at tl1e Maci11tosl1 LC ai1d see wl1at it
gi\·es :·0L1.111en llincl1 )'Ourself.
It's better thai1 a drean1- it's a
M:1ci11tosl1.
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